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ABSTRACT 

The insertion of a perfluoroalkylphosphinidene moiety 

R^P from perfluoroalkyclcycloplyphosphines (RfP)^ into the 

pnicogen-pnicogen bond of tetraalkyl dipnicogens appears 

to be general. Thus, a CFo unit from (CFoP)/ c reacts 

with R^P-PR^ (where R = Me, Et, Bu) to form the 

tripnicogen compounds R^P-PÍCF^^-PR-j. These tripnicogens 

undergo neutral water hydrolysis surprisingly easily to 

form chiral dipnicogens. For example, Me^P-PÍCF^^-PMep 

hydrolyzes immediately at ambient temperature with an 

equimolar quantity of water to yield the new chiral 

secondary phosphine Me^P-PÍCF^^H plus Me^PÍO^OH and Me^PH. 

A second equivalent of water hydrolyzes the dipnicogens to 

the primary perfluoroalkylphosphine. To further 

investigate the generality of the "insertion" reaction, 

cyclic polyarsines were studied to ascertain the 

possibility of (R^As)^ or (RAs)̂ ^ providing a source of the 

arsinidene species R^As or RAs. Addition of an equimolar 

quantity of Me^As-AsMe^ to (CF^As)^ ^ in CgDg does form 

the tripnictide Me^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^. 

The reaction of a secondary alkyl or aryl phosphine 

or arsine with the cyclic polyphosphine (CF^P)^^^ or 

cyclic polyarsine (CF^As)^ ^ produces the chiral 

dipnictides of the type R^E-EÍCF^^H, E = P or As. In 

addition, a number of other products are produced in a 

iv 



complex equilibrium mixture. The origin of the complex 

equilibrium has been studied by examining the reaction of 

pairs of reactants and/or products and a reaction 

mechanism has been deduced. 

Exchange reactions of the pnicogen-pnicogen bond have 

also been investigated. Thus, unsymmetrical diphosphines 

of the type R^P-PR^ typically disproportionate to form the 

symmetrical species R^P-PR^ and R^P-PR^- However, an 

exception to this behavior is noted when the relative 

basicities of the two pnicogen atoms in a dipnicogen 

differ dramatically. Generality of the Lewis Acid-Base 

exchange reactions was observed by studying molecules in 

which P-P bond breakage of the diphosphine was associated 

with scission of a P-P, P-H, and/or P-X bond in the second 

reactant. In all cases studied in which reaction 

occurred, product formation could be explained as 

proceeding through a four-centered intermediate in which 

nucleophilic attack by a relatively basic pnicogen atom 

occurs on a relatively acidic pnicogen atom. A variety of 

di- and tripnictides were prepared by this method and 

their NMR parameters determined. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest in the chemistry of organosubstituted 

polyphosphines began with the synthesis of "phosphoben-

zene" by Kohler and Michaelis-'̂  in 1877. Named phospho-

benzene by analogy to azobenzene, the structure was 

incorrectly believed to contain a phosphorus-phosphorus 

double bond until x-ray techniques in the early 1960s 

revealed the structure of phosphobenzene to be a phenyl 
2 

substituted polyphosphorus ring. Figure 1 illustrates 

the geometry of several known organophosphorus rings. 

Interestingly, molecules with a phosphorus-phosphorus 

double bond are now known and are an area of intense 

3 4 research interest. ' Approximately eleven years after 
5 

Michaelis prepared the phenylphosphorus rings, Dorken 

prepared the first organosubstituted diphosphine, Ph^P-

PPh^/ by the dehydrohalogenation of Ph^PCl and Ph^PH. 

Very few advances were observed in polyphosphine 

chemistry over the next sixty years; however, during the 

1950s, interest in the chemistry of P-P bonded compounds 

increased as evidenced by the number of publications 

during that time. One of the most important discoveries 
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FIGURE 1. Structure of Cyclopolyphosphines. Indicating 
phosphorus lone pairs, for A, cyclotriphosphine 
(triphosphirane); B, cyclotetraphosphine 
(tetraphosphetane); C, cyclopentaphoshine 
(pentapholane); D, cyclohexaphosphine 
(hexaphosphorinene). 



during the 1950s was that of Bennett, Emeleus, and Haszel-

dine, whereby a synthetic method for attaching a CF^ 

group to a phosphorus atom was devised. 

P + I^ + CF^I > CF^PI^ + (CF^)^?! + ^^^3^3^ ^̂ ^ 
220° C 

> 

Reaction of the iodophosphines with mercury yields com-
7 

pounds with P-P bonds, (CF^P)/ r from CF^PI^ and mercury, 

while (CF^^^PI and mercury form the diphosphine (CF^^^P-

PÍCF^)^.^ 

During the 1950s and 1960s, considerable interest in 

the chemistry of the phosphorus-phosphorus bond developed 

and numerous publications reported the synthesis of a 

variety of polyphosphines. In 1958, Burg prepared the 

disphosphine Me^P-PMe^, opening synthetic avenues which 

led to the isolation of numerous diphosphines. The 

interested reader is referred to several excellent re-

8, 9,10 views. ' 

The electronegativity of the CF^ group exerts con-

siderable influence on the phosphorus atom, diminishing 

its basicity and altering the chemistry of perfluoro-

aklyphosphines such that their chemistry may be remarkably 

different from the alkyl derivatives in some instances. 

For example, the phosphorus atoms in Me^P-PMe^ are suffi-

ciently basic to form the bis(borane) complex ^«4^2* 

2BH 3, but (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ is inert toward B^Hg or BF^ up 

to 300° C ^ Burg and Mahler,-''̂  recognizing the (CF^P) 
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unit or phosphinidene is isoelectronic with sulfur, found 

that (CF^P)^^^ reacts with Me^P to form the adduct 

Me^P:—^PCF^. It is interesting to note that the CF^P 

unit in this adduct is behaving as a Lewis Acid, accepting 

an electron pair from the Lewis Base Me-,P. 

Noting the similarity in reactions of trialkyphos-

phines with Sg and (CF^P)^ ^, Cowley''̂ ^ deduced (CF^P). 

might also undergo ring cleavage with primary and secon-

dary phosphines, analogous to Sg. Indeed, reaction of 

(CF^P)^^^ with MePH^ formed (MeP)^ and CF^PH^, whereas 

reaction of (CF^P)^ ^ with Me^PH formed CF^PH , Me P-PMe , 

and the triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^. An independent 

reaction indicated the triphosphine was formed from 

"insertion" of a (CF^P) unit into the P-P bond of Me^P-

14 PMe^. In a later report, the "insertion" of a (CFoP) 

unit into the nonmetal-nonmetal bond of several methyl 

substituted molecules was observed to be general. In this 

study, we have further investigated the reaction of 

cyclopolynicogens with compounds containing a nonmetal-

nonmetal bond, and with secondary phosphines and -arsines. 

For the "insertion" reaction, we have demonstrated its 

generality by observing the reaction of several cyclo-

polypnicogens with a variety of compounds containing a 

13 Group V-Group V bond. As reported in the literature, 

the reaction of (CF^P). ^ with Me^PH is oversimplified; we 

find the reaction of perfluoroalkylphosphorus and -arsenic 
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rings with secondary phosphines and -arsines to represent 

a complicated equilibrium involving several subsequent 

reaction pairs. 

Although methods to prepare tetraorganodiphosphines 

are well established, synthetic pathways for isolation of 

unsymmetric diphosphines are still relatively obscure. 

Dehydrohalogenation of two unique aklyl phosphines leads 

to unsymmetric diphosphines (equation 2), but the diphos-

phines are rarely isolated due to disproportionation to 

the symmetric species (equation 3). 

R^PH + R^'PX — > R^P-PR^' + HX (2) 

2 R^P-PR^' - ^ R^P-PR^ + ^2'^'^^2' ^^^ 

Substitution of perfluoroalkyl groups for the alkyl groups 

apparently favor the unsymmetric species as witnessed by 

the stability of Me^P-P^CF^)_, which exhibits no tendency 

toward disproportionation. In this study, a number of 

unsymmetric di- and tripnictides have been prepared and 

isolated. By utilizing perfluoroalkyl groups on the 

pnicogen atoms, we found it possible to prepare and 

isolate unsymmetrical, and in some cases chiral, dipnico-

gens. Apparently, diphosphines of the type Me^P-PÍCF^)^ 

are stabilized relative to disproportionation by a intra-

molecular Lewis Acid-Base interaction which precludes any 

low energy pathway for disproportionation. 

The utilization of phosphines as ligands in transi-

tion metal complexes has certainly attained a position of 
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preeminence. Evidence of this is abundant by merely 

observing the number of transition metal complexes with 

phosphine ligands in the current literature. Whether 

utilizing transition metal complexes as catalysts or 

employing "traditional" synthetic methods, the preparation 

and isolation of chiral organic compounds is often a 

tedious process. Transition metal complexes with chiral 

phosphine ligands are now being considered as catalysts in 

the synthesis of chiral organic molecules. In some cases, 

the presence of the chiral phosphine apparently leads to 

the formation of a preferred steroisomer. The study of 

chiral pnicogens should ultimately broaden the under-

standing of the stereochemistry of trivalent phosphorus. 

Although a number of publications concerning NMR studies 

of chiral diphosphines have appeared, the importance of 

stereochemistry from a mechanistic vantage is poorly 

understood. Hopefully, the synthetic pathways and novel 

molecules described in this study will aid researchers 

toward a better understanding of the chemistry of 

dipnicogens. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL 

General 

Most of the compounds discussed in this study requir-

ed rigorous exclusion of oxygen and water due to their 

adverse sensitivity. In order to affect anaerobic, 

moisture-free conditions, a variety of air-sensitive 

15 techniques were employed, predominately either a high 

vacuum system or argon filled dry box depending upon the 

volatility of the particular compound. Working vacuum was 
— 3 —6 

maintained at 10 to 10 Torr using a mechanical fore 

pump attached to a mercury diffusion pump. The vacuum 

lines were constructed of Pyrex glass and either Teflon or 

ground glass stopcocks with the ground glass joints 

lubricated with Apiezon N grease. The argon-filled dry 

box was maintained oxygen and water free by a continually 

stirred sodium/potassium liquid alloy. All solvents used 

were scrupulously dried and deoxygenated using accepted 

literature methods. 

Instrumental 

Infrared data were acquired on a Beckman Acculab 8 

grating spectrometer or a Nicolet MS-X Fourier Transform 

spectrometer using polystyrene as the calibration 

7 
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standard. Gas phase spectra were typically observed at 

low vapor pressure using a 9 cm path length cell equipped 

with potassium bromide windows. Liquids were observed as 

thin films between potassium bromide plates and solids as 

Nujol mulls or compressed, transparent KBr pellets. Mass 

spectral data were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard 5995-B 

GC/MS with an ionization energy fixed at 70 ev. ESR 

spectra were recorded on a Varian E-109 spectrometer. 

Photolysis experiments were conducted in sealed NMR tubes 

by placing the tubes approximately three inches from a 

Hanovia 450 watt high pressure mercury lamp. 

Routine H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were 

acquired on a Varian Associates EM 360 spectrometer. All 

other NMR spectra were obtained using a Varian Associates 

XL-100-15 Fourier Transform spectrometer equipped with a 

gyro-code spin decoupler and a V6040 temperature control 

unit. With the magnet maintained at 2.4 T, operating 

frequencies for the various nuclei are: 100.0 MHz for H, 

94.1 MHz for •'•̂ F, and 40.5 MHz for "̂•'•p. All NMR data are 

reported relative to the following standards with positive 

values indicating chemical shifts downfield of the respec-

tive standard: "'•H (TMS), "'•̂F (CFCI3), and •̂•'•p (85% 

H^PO-). Analysis of second-order NMR spectra were simpli-

fied by comparison to computer simulated spectra using 

NMREN, obtained from the Quantum Chemistry Exchange 

Program. 



Standard Syntheses 

Preparation of Thiophosphoryl 
Chloride, PSCl^ 

Triophosphoryl chloride was prepared''̂ '̂  by mixing 

phosphorus thrichloride, powdered sulfur, and aluminum 

trichloride and heating to initiate the extremely vigorous 

reaction. The product was purified by routine distilla-

tion. 

Preparation of Tetramethyl-
diphosphinedisulphide, 
(CH^^^P^S^-PÍS^^CH^)^ 

Tetramethyl diphosphine disulphide was obtained via 

the following sources: (a) obtained from Pressure and 

Strem Chemical Co. and sublimed under dynamic vacuum at 

140° C prior to use, and (b) prepared by the general 

18 method of Butter and Chatt involving the anomalous 

reaction of thiophosphoryl chloride with an excess of 

19 methyl Grignard. Recent communications, as well as 

personal experience, have indicated a potentially 

hazardous situation arising from addition of thiophos-

phoryl chloride at the rate indicated in the literature; 

thus, the addition is carried out over approximately three 

hours rather than the 1.5 hours indicated. Prior to use, 

the crude crystals were sublimed under dynamic vacuum at 
18 

140° C. The product was identified by its melting point 

and •̂•'•p N M R . ^ ° 
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Preparation of Tetra-
methyldiphosphine 
(CH^^^P-PÍCH^)^ 

Tetramethyldiphosphine was prepared by the reduction 

21 ot tetramethyldiphosphinedisulphide with copper powder. 

In a typical preparation, tetramethyldiphosphinedisulphide 

(26.8 mmol, 5.00 g) and copper powder (161 mmol, 10.2 g) 

were added to an ampule and thoroughly mixed. In order to 

preclude formation of dimethylphosphine and the resulting 

high pressure, the tetramethyldiphosphinedisulphide was 

sublimed prior to use to remove any entrained water. The 

vessel was then evacuated and sealed. Using a Bunsen 

burner, the mixture was heated and maintained at reflux 

for approximately 15 minutes. 

The product was then fractionally distilled on a 

vacuum line through traps maintained at -31, -45, and 

-196° C. Pure tetramethyldiphosphine slowly passed the 

-31° C trap and was retained in the -45° C trap. The 

identity and purity of the title compound was verified by 

1 31 20 
its vapor pressure and H and P NMR spectra. 

Preparation of Dimethyl-
phosphine, Me^PH •' 

Dimethylphosphine was prepared by the reduction of 

tetramethyldiphosphine disulphide with lithium aluminum 

hydride in di(n-butyl) ether.'̂ '̂  The reaction was initi-

ated by gently heating to approximately 40° C, and the 
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resulting dimethylphosphine was swept into a trap at -75° 

C by a continuous flow of N^. The crude product was 

purified by vacuum fractionation through traps maintained 

at -78, -112, and -196° C. The material retained in the 

-112° C trap was identified as dimethylphosphine by its 

vapor pressure and H and P NMR. 

Preparation of Methyl-
phosphine, MePH^ 

A round bottom flask was equipped with a condenser, 

p.e.d. funnel, magnetic stirring apparatus and connected 

to a trap cooled to -78° C. A continual flow of N^ swept 

through the system, terminating with a mineral oil bub-

bler. The flask was charged with LiAlH. (162 mmol, 6.16 

g) and 100 ml diglyme and the p.e.d. funnel with MePCl^ 

(55 mmol, 6.5 g) in 50 ml diglyme. With the flask in a 0° 

C bath, the MePCl^ was added to the stirred LiAlH. solu-

tion over 50 minutes. The resulting mixture was then 

hydrolyzed by slowly adding 50 ml Ĥ O in 50 ml diglyme and 

the MePH^ produced was swept into the -78° C trap. 

Following fractionation through a -97° C trap, the product 

was identified as MePH^ by its vapor pressure at -44° C. 

Preparation of Dimethylarsine, 
Me AsH 

To prepare dimethylarsine, cacodylic acid was reduced 

25 
with powdered zinc in acidic, aqueous solution. The 
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product was isolated in an analogous manner to dimethyl-

phosphine, with final purification accomplished by frac-

tionation through traps at -64, -130, and -196° C. 

Dimethylarsine was retained at -130° C and identified by 
15 1 its vapor pressure and H NMR. 

Preparation of Tetramethy-
diarsine, Me^As-AsMe^ 

Tetramethyldiarsine was produced by reduction of 

cacodylic acid with H^PO^ , or by the coupling of Me^AsH 

with dibenzylmercury, and was identified by boiling point 

and •'•H NMR.̂ "̂  

Preparation of lodobistri-
fluoromethylphosphine and 
diiodotrifluoromethyl-
phosphine, (CF. J^PI and 

C^3P^2 

According to the method of Bennett, Emeleus, and 

Haszeldine, red phosphorus, iodine, and trifluoromethyl-

iodide were added to a steel autoclave and heated at 220° 

C for 48 hours. High vacuum fractionation of the products 

yielded: 

-45° C trap: CF^PI^ 

-78° C trap: (CF^^^PI 

-196° C trap: (CF^^^P and CF^I 

The (CF.̂ )̂ P and unreacted CF^I were returned to the 

autoclave and heated at 220° C for an additional 48 hours 
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to increase the yield of the desired iodotrifluoromethyl-

phosphines. Fractionation on the vacuum line always 

revealed a significant quantity of non-condensable gas, 

presumably hexafluoroethane, CF̂ -CF.,. 

Preparation of lodobistri-
fluoromethylarsine and di-
iodotrifluoromethylarsine, 
(CF^^^AsI and CF3ASI2 

28 The iodotrifluoromethylarsines were prepared 

analogous to their phosphorus congeners excepting for the 

substitution of powdered arsenic for red phosphorus. 

Vacuum fractionation of the mixture yielded: 

-37° C trap: CF^AsI^ 

-78° C trap: (CF^^^AsI 

-126° C trap: (CF^^^As 

-196° C trap: CF3I 

Contents of the -126 and -196° C traps were returned to 

the autoclave and heated to 220° C to improve the yields 

pf the desired iodoperfluoroarsines. 

Preparation of Tetrakis(tri-
fluoromethyl)diphosphine, 
(CF3)2P-P(CF3)2 

lodobistrifluoromethylphosphine was transferred on 

the vacuum line into an ampule with an excess of degassed 

mercury and flame sealed. The contents of the ampule 

were shaken for two days and purified by fractionation 

through traps maintained at -45, -78, and -196° C. The 
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contents of the -78° C trap was identified as tetrakis-

(trifluoromethyl)diphosphine by its "'•̂F and •̂''P NMR. 

Preparation of 

^^^3^^4,5 

An equilibrium mixture of the two trifluoromethyl-

cyclopolyphosphines was prepared by shaking diiodotri-

fluoromethylphosphine with an excess of mercury in an 
7 

ampule for 24 hours. Isolation was accomplished by 

passage through traps at 0, -30, and -196° C, retaining 

the pure cyclopolyphosphines at -30° C. Identity was 

confirmed by •'•̂F and "̂•'•p NMR.^^'^° 

Preparation of 

^^^3^"U,5 

By condensing CF^AsI^ onto an excess of mercury, the 

trifluoromethylcyclopolyarsines were prepared analogous 

to their congeneric trifluoromethylcyclopolyphosphines and 

19 32 
identified by F NMR spectroscopy. 

Preparation of 
(CF^^^As-As^CF^)^ 

lodobistrifluoromethylarsine was condensed onto an 
2 8 

excess of mercury in an ampule and flame sealed. The 

contents of the ampule were shaken for two days and 

fractionally distilled through traps at -40, -78, and 

-196° C on the vacuum line. The content of the -78° C 
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trap was identified as (CF^)^As-As(CF^)^ by its ^^F NMR 

spectrum. 



CHAPTER III 

INSERTION REACTIONS 

Syntheses 

Preparation of 
Me^P-P^CF^^-MPe^ 

Bis(dimethylphosphino)trifluoromethylphosphine was 

prepared by the vacuum-line reaction of (CF-,P). c- with 
13 

Me^P-PHe^. In a neat reaction 1.0 mmol equivalent of 

Me^P-PMe^ was condensed into a reaction vessel equipped 

with a Teflon stopcock containing 1.0 mmol equivalent of 

(CF3P) units from (CF^P)^ ^. The vessel was allowed to 

warm slowly to room temperature over a 12 hour period. At 

that time, the volatile products were vacuum transferred 

onto a high-vacuum line and the product Me^P-P (CF-. ̂ -PMe^ 

was purified by trap-to-trap distillation through traps at 

-5, -45 and -196° C. The product was held in the -5° C 

trap and unreacted tetramethyldiphosphine was caught in 

the -45° C trap. Typical yields for this reaction were 

near 70% based on (CF3P). ^ used. In an alternate pro-

cedure, 0.12 g (1.0 mmol) of Me^P-PMe- was .condensed into 

a medium-wall thickness NMR tube with 0.15 ml of CgD^ and 

with 0.10 g (1.0 mmol) of (CF3P) units from (CF^P)^ ^. As 

16 
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monitored by NMR spectroscopy, the reaction was essen-

tially quantitative. The bis(dimethylphosphino)tri-

fluoromethylphosphine produced was identified by vapor 

pressure, H, F, and •̂•'•p NMR spectroscopy. •'•̂  

Preparation of 
Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^ 

Bis(dimethylarsino)trif luoromethylphosphine"'" Me^As-

P^CF^^-AsMe^, was prepared analogous to the preparation of 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^. On the vacuum line equimolar quantities 

of Me^As-AsMe^ and (CF3P) units from (CF3P), ^ were 

transferred into a NMR tube with CgDg and the tube flame 

sealed. Upon warming to near room temperature, the 

solution changed from colorless to light yellow and 

remained yellow for about five minutes. Reaction time for 

the arsenic tripnictide is apparently somewhat slower than 

the phosphorus analogue; however, the reaction is quanti-

tative in a matter of minutes. 

Preparation of 
(CF^^^P-PÍMe^-P^CF^)^ 

The tripnictide was prepared in a NMR tube by conden-

sing an equimolar quantity of (CF^^^P-P^CF^O^ onto (MeP)^ 

in CgDg on the vacuum line. The (MeP)^ was prepared by 

33 31 

the standard literature method and identified by P 

NMR.^^ As monitored by "̂"'•P spectroscopy, the reaction 

required several days to reach completion. 
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Preparation of Me^P-As^CF^^-PMe^ 

and Me^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^ 

The two tripnictides were prepared on the vacuum line 

by transferring equimolar quantities of (CF^As) units from 

(CF^As)^^^ and either Me^P-PMe^ or Me^As-AsMe^ into a NMR 

tube with ca. 0.2 ml CgDg and flame sealed. Analogous to 

the reactions with (CF^P)^ ^ and Me^P-PMe^ or Me^As-AsMe^, 

the solutions immediately turned yellow as they warmed to 

room temperature. As monitored by P and/or ''•̂F NMR 

spectroscopy, the reactions were quantitative within a few 

hours. 

Reaction of Et^P-PEt^ with 

<^^3^"^4,5 

In the dry box, (CF^As),, EtpP-PEt- (provided by 

Dr. Larry Avens), and CgDg were added to a NMR tube and 

sealed. Immediately upon adding the Et^P-PEt^ to the 

solution of (CF.2AS)., a yellow color developed and 

gradually turned yellow-orange over the next few minutes 

Before spectroscopic analysis could be completed, the 

solution darkened and eventually precipitated a brown 

solid, presumably polymeric products. 

Attempted Reaction of (MeP)^ 

with Me-P-PMe^ 

In the dry box, (MeP)^ (1.9 mmol, 0.087 g) was 

syringed into a NMR tube and then attached to the vacuum 
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line and degassed. Approximately 0.2 ml C^D^ and Me^P-
6 6 2 

PMe^ (1.9 mmol, 0.23 g) were condensed into the tube and 

flame sealed. Upon warming to room temperature, no 

obvious change was noted and observation of "̂"'•p NMR 

spectroscopy confirmed there was no reaction. Having 

observed lack of any reaction after several days, the 

solution was heated to 60° C. Occasional observation over 

the next two months showed no appreciable product forma-

tion. 

Preparation of Mixed Rings 

An excess of mercury was added to an ampule with a 

constriction and was degassed on the vacuum line, CF^PI^ 

(3.55 mmol, 1.25 g) and CF^AsI^ (1.09 mmol, 0.433 g) were 

then condensed onto the mercury and the ampule flame 

sealed. As the mixture warmed to room temperature, 

formation of solids, as well as evolution of heat, indi-

cated the initiation of reaction. To insure completion of 

the reaction, the ampule and its contents were shaken 

overnight. The volatile contents of the ampule were 

transferred onto the vacuum line and fractionated to yield 

colorless crystals and a liquid of very low volatility. 

Observation of P and F NMR spectroscopy of both 

components indicated the formation of 4- and 5- membered 

rings containing both phosphorus and arsenic in addition 

to (CF.,P). . and (CF.,As). -̂. Comparison of spectra 

obtained on spectrometers operating at 100.1 and 200.2 MHz 
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(relative frequencies for H) somewhat simplified the 

analysis of the complicated spectra. 

Preparation of Me^P-P^CF., )H 

Dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine was pre-

pared by the neutral water hydrolysis of Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^. 

A one-to-one mole ratio of Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ and Ĥ O were 

condensed into a glass ampule fitted with a Teflon 

stopcock. This mixture was allowed to warm to room 

temperature at which time a white precipitate, 

(CH.,) pP(0)OH started to form. After about 1 hr at room 

temperature, the volatile products were returned to the 

vacuum line and fractioned through traps held at -15, -78, 

and -196° C. Dimethylphosphinotrifluoromethylphosphine 

was retained in the -78° C trap and was characterized by 

vapor pressure, IR spectroscopy and H, F, and P NMR 

spectroscopy. Molecular weight determination yielded a 

value of 156 (calcd. 162). The IR spectrum gave peaks at 

(cm"-^): 2990(m), 2950(m), 2296(m), 1435(m), 1305(m), 

1170(vs), 1130(vs), 1050(s), 1020(s), 950(m), 835(m), and 

735(m). The product, which is stable for weeks at ambient 

temperature, is a clear liquid which is soluble in organic 

solvents and has a vapor pressure at 25° C of 19 Torr. 

Care should be taken not to use an excess of water in this 

reaction as further hydrolysis will occur. Hydrolysis of 

the tripnictide was also performed in CgDg solvent in a 

sealed NMR tube. The reaction was complete by the time a 
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spectrum was obtained. The chiral diphosphine Me,P-

P^CF^^H will slowly react with the by product Me PH 

1 31 
(identified by H and p NMR spectroscopy). Dimethyl-

phosphinic acid, Me^P^OOH was the only nonvolatile 

product formed from hydrolysis of Me„P-P(CF-, )-PMe or 
úí o ^ 

Me^P-P^CF^^H, This compound was identified by "̂•'•p NMR 
35 

spectroscopy and mass spectral evidence. The mass 

spectrum showed the following major peaks (mass, inten-

sity): (0^3)2^(0)0^"^ (94, 100%), CH^P^OOH"^ (79, 100%), 

POO"̂  (63, 40%), CĤ PO"*" (62, 41%), PO"̂  (47, 99%). 

Preparation of Me^As-P^CF,)^ 

Dimethylarsinotrifluoromethylphosphine was prepared 

by the neutral water hydrolysis of bis(dimethylarsino)-

trifluoromethylphosphine Me-As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^. Typically, a 

one-to-one mole ratio (stoichiometry is very critical) of 

Me^As-P^CF^^-AsMe^ and Ĥ O were condensed into a glass 

ampule at -196° C. The ampule was sealed and allowed to 

warm slowly to room temperature. After a few minutes at 

room temperature, a white precipitate of cacodylic acid, 

Me^As^O^OH, began to appear. After approximately 2 hrs, 

precipitation was complete and the ampule was reopened to 

the vacuum line and the volatile products transferred for 

analysis. Fractionation yielded Me^AsH (-196° C trap), 

Me As-P(CF3)H (-84° C trap), and unreacted Me^As-P^CF^)-

AsMe. (-15° C trap). Fractionation in a grease stopcock 

high vacuum line, in contrast to Teflon stopcpcks, always 
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led to some decomposition. The Me^As-P^CF^)H has a vapor 

pressure of 13,4 Torr at 22° C and gas-phase molecular 

weight of 212 (calcd, 206). The IR spectrum has 

absorptions (cm"-'̂ ) at 2980(m), 2910(m), 23 5(m), 2070(w), 

1415(m), 1255(2), 1160-1180(vs), l 60(sh), 890(m), 83 (s), 

730(m) and 665(m). The compound was characterized by "'•H, 

31 19 

P, and F NMR. It is less thermodynamically stable 

than the congeneric diphosphine Me^P-P^CF,)^, dispropor-

tionating considerably after 1 day at ambient temperature. 

A cleaner and more rapid reaction can be effected in 

benzene solvent. The cacodylic acid Me^As^O^OH produced 

as a by product in this reaction was isolated and identi-

fied by melting point, mass spectrum and H NMR measure-

ments, as compared to an authentic sample (Pfaltz and 

Bauer ) , 
Attempted Hydrolysis of 

Me^As-As(CF^^-AsMe^ 

Equimolar quantities of Me^As-As(CF^^-AsMe^ (0,30 

mmol, 0.11 g) and degassed Ĥ O (0.30 mmol, 0.0054 g) were 

condensed into a NMR tube and flame sealed. Observation 

by F NMR spectroscopy did not indicate any hydrolysis 

products. 
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Hydrolysis of 
Me^P-As^CF^^-PMe^ 

Equimolar quantities of the tripnictide Me^P-As(CF3)-

PMe^ and degassed Ĥ O were added to a NMR tube and sealed. 

As the mixture warmed to room temperature, the solution 

turned brown and deposited a brown solid, apparently 

polymeric in nature. 

Results 

Insertion of Perfluoroalkyl-
phosphinididene into the 
Pnicogen-Pnicogen bond 
of Diphosphines and 
Diarsines 

As reported by Cowley, the reaction of equimolar 

amounts of tetramethyldiphosphine, Me^P-PMe^/ with 

(CF.2P). c quantitatively produces the triphosphine Me^P-

P^CF^^-PMe-. NMR data are tabulated in Table 1. While 
1 Q T 

the F and H spectra are consistent with a first order 
31 1 interpretation, the P[ H] spectrum is distinctly second 

order, as expected for an A^BX^ spin system where 

J,T,/{ V ^- V-r.) = 0.12. The second order effects result in AB A B 

the phosphorus spectrum appearing as in Figure 2, rather 

than as a doublet of quartets (Mê P phosphorus) and a 

triplet of quartets (CF3P phosphorus), as would be the 

case for a completely first order spectrum. Little 

spectral change occurs from -40 to +200° C except for some 

broadening of resonances and slight decomposition. 
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As previously reported,"̂ '̂  (̂ ^̂ 3̂ )4 5 ̂ lso reacts with 

Me^As-AsMe^ to produce the tripnictide Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^. 

Spectral data are presented in Table 1. 

An alkylcyclopolyphosphine can provide a source for 

an alkylphosphinidene. Tetrakis(trifluoromethyDdiphos-

phine (CF^^^P-PÍCF^)^ reacts slowly with pentamethylcyclo-

pentaphosphine (MeP)^ to yield the tripnictide (CF^)^^-

PMe-PÍCF^)^- The compound (CF^)^P-PMe-PÍCF^)^ has been 
•3 c 

made by a different method, but NMR data was not 
31 19 reported (Table 1). The P[ F] NMR spectrum again is an 

A^BXo spin system, but is only slightly second order, 

19 1 while the F[ H] spectrum is quite second order con-

sisting of only two broad featureless absorptions. No 

reaction is observed between (MeP)r- and Me„P-PMe„. 
D 2 z 

In a cursory experiment, equimolar quantities of 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ was mixed with (CF^)^P-^Me-P^CF^)^• The 

diphosphine Me-P-P^CF^)^ is formed, apparently, together 

with the tetraphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe-PÍCF^)^• 

In most of the reactions above, the stoichiometry is 

important. For example, an excess of the perfluoroalky-

cyclopolyphosphine {RfP)^^' the phosphinidene source, leads 
31 19 to additional compounds, as observed by P and F NMR 

spectroscopy. These compounds presumably arise from the 

triphosphine reacting with (RfP)^ to form higher linear 

polyphosphines. The solvents must also be scrupulously 

dry or hydrolysis will occur very rapidly (vide infra). 
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The progress of the reactions is highly dependent on 

whether or not a solvent is used. The reaction of 

•̂̂ 3̂̂ 4̂,5 ^^^^ Me^P-PMe^, is complete within several 

minutes at room temperature, while arsenic compounds react 

more slowly than analogous phosphorus compounds. During 

reaction, the solutions are yellow, possibly indicating 

free radicals. Attempts to find ESR signals at room 

temperature and at -269° C were unsuccessful. 

Synthesis of Chiral Dipnicogens 
From Hydrolysis of Tripnicogens 

If equimolar amounts of Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ and water 

are allowed to react, the chiral diphosphine Me^P-P^CF^)H, 

Me^P^O^OH, and Me^PH are formed quantitatively. The 

chiral diphosphine is a clear liquid which is soluble in 

organic solvents, has a vapor pressure of 19 torr at 25° 

C, and exhibits P[ H] spectra consistent with an ABX^ 

spin system (Table 2). The diphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^H was 

additionally characterized by its gas phase molecular 

weight, the P-H stretching frequency at 2295 cm~ in the 

IR spectrum, and the complex H NMR showing P-H coupling 

of approximately 200 Hz of relative intensity of one 

compared to the six methyl protons. The pure diphosphine 

is stable for weeks at room temperature, showing almost no 

evidence of disproportionation. The other hydrolysis 

product, Me^P^O^H, disproportionates to form Me^P^O^^OH) 

and Me„PH, the rate being dependent on solvent and whether 
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the volatile Me^PH is removed.^^ Stiochiometry for the 

reaction is important, as too much water results in 

further hydrolysis of the diphosphine. 

The diarsinophosphine Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^ also under-

goes facile hydrolysis by neutral water to yield the 

chiral arsinophosphine Me^As-P^CF^^H, as well as Me^AsH 

and Me^As^O^OH. The chiral arsinophosphine was charac-

terized by its gas phase molecular weight (vapor pressure 

13.4 torr at 22° C), and by the P-H stretching frequency 

in the IR at 2305 cm~ . The NMR data (Table 2) are 

consistent with the assigned structure. The methyl 

protons are anisochronous (vide infra) because of the 

1 19 chiral phosphorus atom. Thus, the H[ F] spectrum in the 

methyl region consists of two doublets, one doublet (from 

phosphorus coupling) for each set of methyl protons 

(Figure 3). The anisochronicity is confirmed by observing 

H NMR spectra at both 60 and 100 MHz, and is also appar-

31 

ent in the P NMR spectrum. The methyl groups on any one 

arsenic atom in Me^As-P^CF^^-AsMe^ are similarly anisoch-

ronous. The arsinophosphine Me^As-P^CF^^H is consider-

ably less thermodynamically stable than is the congeneric 

diphosphine Me^P-PÍCFo^H. In one day at ambient temper-

ature, the neat arsinophosphine undergoes significant 

decomposition, the extent of decomposition being dependent 

on initial compound purity and exposure to apparent 

catalysts such as stopcock grease. 
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" ^ 

Jí V. — w _ > ^ I; 

FIGURE 3. •'"H NMR spectrum of Me^As-PÍCF^ )H. Coupled 

spectrum on top, decoupled on bottom. 
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Hydrolysis of Chiral Dipnicogens 

The diphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^H is quantitatively 

hydrolyzed over several minutes at room temperature by 

neutral water to form CF^PH^, Me^PH, and Me P(0)OH in a 

ratio of 2:1:1. (An excess of water seems to prolong the 

disproportionation of Me^P^OH to Me^PH and Me^P^OOH.) 

The hydrolysis occurs somewhat more slowly than the 

hydrolysis of the parent triphosphine. Hydrolysis of the 

chiral arsinophosphine proceeds in an analogous manner. 

nsertion of Perfluoroalkylar-
sinidene into the Pnicogen-
Pnicogen Bond of Diphos-
phines and Diarsines 

To further investigate the similarities in phosphorus 

and arsenic chemistry, we extended our studies to examine 

the possibility that cyclic polyarsines could serve as a 

source of the arsinidene species R^As or RAs to be used in 

the synthesis of linear polypnictides. Indeed, if 

(CF^As), ^ is added to Me^As-AsMe^ in CgD^, the linear 

polyarsine Me^As-As(CF^^-AsMe^ is rapidly and quantita-

tively produced. This reaction is analogous to that of 

(CF^P) and Me^P-PMe^ to produce Me^P-PÍCF^^-PMe^. As 

is observed with (CF^P)^ ^ and R^E-ER^ (R = alkyl, E = P 

or As), solutions of (CF^As)^ ^ and diphosphines or 

diarsines exhibit the characteristic yellow color as they 

approach room temperature and reaction begins. NMR data 

are in Table 1. 
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Addition of an equimolar quantity of (CF.,As), , to 
3 4,5 

Me^P-PMe^ in CgD^ also quantitatively forms the linear 

tripnictide Me^P-As^CF^^-PMe^, obverse to Me As-PÍCF^)-

AsMe^ formed from (CF^P)^^^ and Me^As-AsMe^. NMR data are 

consistent with the assigned structure (Table 1). Some-

what surprisingly, the reaction of Et.P-PEt, with 

(CF^As)^ ^ in CgDg produces only a brown polymeric 

material instead of the expected Et^P-As(CF.,)-PEt . 

Initially, the reaction appears as expected, forming a 

yellow solution, but soon appears more yellow-orange and 

finally deposits a brown solid, apparently polymeric in 

structure. When adding (CF^P)^ ^ to diphosphines having 

alkyl groups larger than methyl, we have previously noted 

similar behavior if the reaction is conducted without 

solvent. 

Attempted Hydrolysis of bis-
(dimethylarsino)trifluoro-
methylarsine and bis(di-
methylphosphino)tri-
fluoromethylarsine 

Analogous to the phosphorus congeners, hydrolysis of 

the products resulting from arsinidene insertion was 

expected to yield Me^As-As(CF^^H and Me^P-As(CF^)H; 

however, neither product was observed spectroscopically. 

Addition of an equimolar quantity of Ĥ O to the triarsine 

Me As-As(CF^)-AsMe2 resulted in a biphasic solution with 
19 

no sign of reaction. Observation of the mixture by F 
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NMR for several days indicated the CF^ group in Me As-

As(CF^)-AsMe2 as the only fluorine species in solution. 

Apparently the triarsine is quite resistant to hydrolysis. 

Interestingly, the phosphinoarsine Me„P-As (CF., )-PMe 

exhibits considerably less hydrolytic stability, 

decomposing to polymeric solids immediately upon contact 

with H^O. 

Preparation of Mixed Pnicogen 
Trifluoromethyl Rings 

Perfluoroalkycyclopolyphosphines and -arsines are 

typically prepared by shaking the di-iodoperfluoroalkyl-

phosphine or -arsine with an excess of mercury. To 

prepare the mixed pnicogen rings, CF^PI^ and CF^AsI- were 

co-condensed onto mercury and shaken for 24 hours. As the 

mixture approached room temperature, reaction of the 

components became obvious as by-products, e.g., mercury 

iodides, of the coupling process were deposited on the 

mercury surface. The ring compounds were isolated by 

vacuum fractionation to yield colorless crystals and a 

colorless liquid of very low volatility. 

Spectroscopic analysis of the products in CgD^ was 

conducted by observing "'•̂ F, ̂ "'•p, and •̂•'•̂[•'•̂F] NMR. 

Analysis of the "̂•'"P[''̂ F̂] spectrum revealed two clusters of 

peaks located between +24 and -5 ppm and between -64 and 

-84 ppm. These values are in excellent agreement with 

those accepted for five- and four-membered homocyclic 
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phosphorus rings, respectively (vide infra). Spectro-

scopic evidence indicates the formation of mixed pnicogens 

as well as homocyclic phosphorus and arsenic rings. 

Discussion 
13 

As shown by Cowley, the reaction of tetramethyl-

diphosphine with either (CF^P)^ or (CF^P). forms the 

triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^. This reaction might 

proceed through the initial formation of a phosphinidene 

adduct, 

r r • 
Me,P-PMe,, + - (CF.3P) - ^ Me.,P-P-̂ PCF z 2 ^ 3 n 11 2 , ̂  ^ Mê P-P̂ CF̂ -̂PMe (4) 

Me 

followed by rapid rearrangement to the triphosphine. The 

phosphinidene adduct is similar to the well known 
12 He.3P— PCF.̂ . We find that the apparent insertion of a 

perfluoroalkylphosphinidene into a dipnictide bond of 

tetraalkyldipnictides is general: thus R^P-PR^ + 1/n 

(CF^P) - > R^P-P^CF^^-PR^/ R=Me, E t , Bu; Me^P-PMe^ + 1/n 

(C.,F.P) - > Me-P-P(C-,F-)-PMe„; and Me-As-AsMe., + 1/n 2 D n 2 2 D Z Z ^ 

(CFoP) ->• Me„As-P(CF.,)-AsMe„. The pure tripnictides are 
•3 11 ^ O ^ 

indefinitely stable when dissolved in benzene. 

The reaction sequence proposed in equation (4) should 

yield free radicals resulting from the opened ring of the 

cyclopolyphosphine. Indeed, the solutions are colored 

during the reaction; however, we are unable to observe an 

ESR signal. Attempts to observe the proposed. 
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phosphinidene intermediate by monitoring the "̂''•p and "'"̂F 

NMR spectra during reaction at low temperature show no new 

resonances. In other related work, we observe that 

perfluoroaklylphosphinidene phosphorus atoms in trialkyl-

phosphine-phosphinidene complexes resonate at high field 

31 -ÍR 

in P NMR experiments (approximately -100 ppm). 

Therefore, any phosphinidene complex, as proposed in 

equation (4), must be very short lived or nonexistent. 

An alternate mechanism which explains: (1) the 

observed tripnicogen product, (2) the stability of the 

tripnicogen, (3) the absence of an ESR signal during 

reaction, and (4) the results of scrambling experiments 

between tripnicogens (vide infra) is as follows. The 

initial step in the reaction sequence involves a four-

centered intermediate formed by the nucleophilic attack by 

both phosphorus atoms in Me^P-PMe^ on the perfluoro-

alkyloyclopolyphosphine. Using the specific example of 

the cyclotetraphosphine: 

CF3 CF3 

Me.,P -> P — P 
z I 

Me^P P 

I 
CF. 

P 
I 
CF. 

Me^P-^PCF^^^-PMe^ (5) 

3 ^'3 

The linear six-phosphorus chain is subsequently attacked 

at the perfluoroalkylphosphorus by Me^P-PMe^: 
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Cr CF, CF, CF, 
I 3 I 3 I 3 I 3 

Me P - P --- P --- P -— P - PHe 
2 A A 2 

Me P --- PMe, 
2 2 

Me^P-ÍPCF^j^-PMe^ + Me^P-PCCF )-PMe, (6) 

Continued attack on the five-phosphorus chain will lead 

only to Me^P-PÍCF^^-PMe^ (as long as the stoichiometry is 

one PCF3 unit per Me^P-PMe^ molecule), due to the basicity 

of Me^P phosphorus atoms and the relative acidity of the 

CF3P phosphorus atoms. Attack of Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ upon 

itself is non-productive. 

This type of mechanism is also consistent with a 

number of scrambling experiments. If the two diphosphines 

Ke^P-PHe^ and Et^P-PEt^ are mixed with (CF^P). ^, the two 

symmetric triphosphines Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ and Et^P-PÍCF^)-

PEt.̂  are formed. Also formed is the m.ixed unsymmetric 

triphosphine, Me^P-PÍCF^^-PEt^/ the presence of which can 

be explained by the reaction of the intermediate Me^P-

P(CF.,) -PMe^ with Et,P-PEt^, as in equation (6). In a 3 n 2 z 2' 

separate experiment, we find that equimolar amounts of 

Me^P-PÍCF^^-PMe^ and Et^P-P^CF^^-PEt^ mixed in benzene 

solvent at ambient temperature also immediately yields the 

asymmetric triphosphine Me^P-PÍCF^^-PEt^/ again probably 

via a four-centered intermediate, as originally proposed 
14 by Cowley. 
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Me P-(CF )P — PMe^ 

I I 

I i 
Et^P -— P^CF^^-PEt^ (7) 

The ease of this exchange at ambient temperature is 

surprising in light of Cowley's scrambling reaction of 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ with either Me^N-P^CF^^-NMe^ or Me As-

PÍCF^^-AsMe^ in the absence of solvent, which required a 

temperature of 130° C before reaction ensued. Modifying 

Cowley's experiment by using benzene solvent, mixing of 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ with Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^ at ambient 

temperature immediately yields the mixed unsymmetric 

tripnictide Me^P-P^CF^^-AsMe^. Thus, both the rate of 

these polypnicogen reactions and the product stability are 

solvent sensitive. Diphosphine exchange reactions are 
39 known to be greatly solvent dependent. Four-centered 

intermediates also have been used to explain dipnicogen 

40 exchange reactions. Such a mechanism is also consistent 

with the relative rates of reaction; that is, the larger 

the R groups on the diphosphines or diarsines and the 

larger the R^ group on (R^P) , the slower is the rate of 

formation of the tripnicogens. 

A four-centered intermediate with basic phosphorus 

atoms attacking acidic phosphorus atoms is also consistent 

with the reaction of (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ with (MeP)^ to form 

(CF3) P-PMe-P^CF^)^/ as it is with the scrambling reaction 

iP' 

i m 
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between (CF3)^P-PMe-PÍCF^)^ and Me^P-PíCF^^-PMe^ to form 

Me^P-P^CF^)^ and (CF^)^P-PMe-PÍCF^^-PMe 

Finally, perhaps the strongest evidence arguing in 

favor of a four-centered intermediate, as in equation (5), 

and against phosphinidene formation, as in equation (4), 

is the lack of reaction of asymmetric diphosphine (CF-̂ ) P-

PMe^ with (CF^P)^^^. if phosphinidene formation were the 

operative mechanism, then the alkylsubstituted phosphorus 

atom of (CF^^^P-PMe^ should be sufficiently basic to 

produce (CF3)^P-P^Me)^— PCF3, which might be expected to 

rearrange to yield (CF^^^P-P^CF^^-PMe^/ analogous to 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^. However, if nuclophilic attack by both 

phosphorus atoms of the diphosphine on the ring is 

required, as in the four-centered mechanism, then no 

reaction would be expected between (CF^^^P-PMe^ and 

(CF3P). ^, since the perfluoroalkylsubstituted phosphorus 

atom is insufficiently basic. The lack of reaction 

between (CF^^^P-PMe^ and (CF^P). ^ strongly supports the 

four-centered mechanism, as does the lack of reaction 

between Me^P-PMe^ and (MeP)^. 

The phosphorus-phosphorus bond is normally very 

resistant to hydrolysis by neutral water at'ambient 
Q 

temperature. However, the phosphorus-phosphorus bond in 

these triphosphines (or the As-P bond in the case of 

Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^) is hydrolyzed quantitatively in a few 
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seconds at room temperature in the case of Me P-P(CF )-

PMe^ (or somewhat longer with bulkier substituents to 

yield the diphosphines R^P-PÍR^)^ and R^POH or Me As-P(R H 

and Me^AsOH). The reactive intermediate R POH forms 

R^P^O^H and finally disproportionates to R^POÍOH) + 
41 R^PH. 

R^E-P^R^^-ER^ + H^O -^ R^E-P(R^)H + [R^E^OH)] (8) 

[R^E^OH)] -^ R^EÍOH (9) 

2 R^E^O^H -> R2E(0)(0H) + R^EH, (10) 

where R = Me, Et, Bu; E= P, R = CF^ 

R = Me; E= P; R^ = C^F^ 

R = Me; E= AS; R^= CF^. 

Although nuclophilic attack by Ĥ O might be expected 

to be at the R^P site, the observed products are as 

expected considering the hydrochlorination reaction of 

Me^P-P^CF^)2 / where the presumably less basic phosphorus 

41 atom captures the proton to yield HP^CF^)-. Similarly, 

hydrochlorination of Me„As-P(CF., )-AsMe^ has been shown to 

yield Me^AsCl and Ĥ PCF̂ .-'-̂  

Addition of a second equivalent of water to the 

diphosphines (or the arsinophosphine) produces quantita-

tively the perfluoroalkylphosphine R^PH^. 
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R2E-P(R^)H + Ĥ O ^ R^PH^ + [R^E^OH)] (11) 

[R^EÍOH)] —» R^E^OH . (12) 

2 R^E^OH —>. R^EÍOOH + R^EH (13) 

The rate of hydrolysis of the tripnictides is much more 

rapid than the hydrolysis of the derivative dipnictides. 

Thus, the addition of one equivalent of Ĥ O to, e.g., 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^, yields quantitatively Me P-PÍCF^^H; 

CF3PH2 would be expected if hydrolysis rates of the tri-

and dipnictides were comparable. 

Structurally analogous to the phosphorus ring 

42 43 systems, the trifluoromethylcyclopolyarsines ' 

(CF3AS). c have had little of their chemistry investi-

gated. Addition of Me^As to (CF^As). dissolves the solid 

arsenic tetramer, but does not form the monomer complex 

Me^As — > ASCF3 similar to that described (vide supra) for 

the phosphorus system. Reaction of Me^P with (CF^As)^ 

colors the solution yellow, but soon transforms into a 

31 nonvolatile brown solid. 

Reaction of (CF^As)^ ^ with the dipnicogens Me^P-PMe^ 

and Me^As-AsMe^ did form products in which the arsinidene 

species is "inserted" into the pnicogen-pnicogen bond, 

viz: 

23° C 
Me .,E-EMe„ + (CF^AS), - > Me^E-As^CF^^-EMe^ (14) 

2 2 3 4,b ^^^^ 

E = P or As 
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Upon warming to room temperature, the solutions developed 

the characteristic yellow tint observed in the correspond-

ing phosphorus systems and observation of ^^F NMR spectro-

scopy indicated quantitative reaction of (CF^As), , with 
3 4,5 

Me^As-AsMe^ and Me^P-PMe^ to yield Me^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^ and 

Me^P-As^CF^^-PMe^, respectively. All observations point 

to identical four-centered mechanisms for the arsenic ring 

system as observed for the cyclopolyphosphine (vide 

supra). Further supporting the mechanism requiring a 

Lewis Acid-Base interaction, Van Wazer's^^ attempt to 

prepare pentamethyltriarsine by mixing (MeAs)^ with 

Me^As-AsMe^ yielded only reactants and the "ladder 

polymer" isomer of (MeAs)^. Obviously, the similarity of 

basicity in the arsenic atoms in (MeAs)^ and Me^As-AsMe 
5 2 2 

provides no driving force for reaction. Interestingly, 

Van Wazer's attempt to prepare the triarsine Me^As-As(Me)-

AsMe^ by treating MeAsBr^ and Me^AsBr with reducing metals 

also met with failure, yielding Me^As-AsMe^ and the red 

polymer modification of (MeAs)^. The compound Me^As-

As^CF^^-AsMe^ appears to be the first stable, linear 

triarsine prepared to date. 

Hydrolysis reactions of the tripnicogens prepared by 

arsinidene "insertion" displayed an anomalous pattern as 

compared to their phosphorus congeners. Addition of Ĥ O 

to Me„P-As (CF.̂ )-PMe„ resulted in immediate decomposition 

to a brown non-volatile mass while addition of Ĥ O to 
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Me^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^ showed no reaction whatsoever. 

Although poorly understood, the decomposition of the bis-

(phosphino)arsine parallels the instability of the complex 

Me^P—^AsCF^. Failure of the triarsine to react with Ĥ O 

may be related to the reluctance of arsenic to assume the 
45 pentavalent state. Comparing the standard oxidation 

potentials of As(III) and P(III) in aqueous solution, 

oxidation of phosphorus is thermodynamically much more 

favorable than arsenic. Hydrolysis of the tripnictide 

with a central PCF^ results in formation of a phosphinic 

or arsinic acid, depending on whether the terminal group 

is RpP or RpAs. Considering the additional energy requir-

ed to oxidize arsenic (III) to arsenic (V), hydrolysis of 

the triarsine may be thermodynamically unfavorable. V7ith 

this point in mind, a comparison of the hydrolysis of the 

four dipnictides, He^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ (D, Me^As-PÍCF^^-AsMe^ 

(II), Me^P-As^CF^^-PMe. (III), and Me^As-As^CF^j-AsMe^ 

(IV), is appropriate. Hydrolysis of I is quantitative in 

about one hour while hydrolysis of II requires about two 

hours. The increased reaction time may not be due to 

kinetic factors, but rather a result of the difficulty in 

oxidizing the arsenic atom. Molecule III should be 

expected to hydrolyze easily since the products involve 

oxidation of the dimethyl phosphine group to dimethyl-

phosphinic acid and, indeed, III is the least hydro-

lytically stable of the four tripnictides, decomposing 
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immediately upon contact with Ĥ O to a nonvolatile, brown 

mass. The triarsine IV should be the most stable to 

hydrolytic cleavage as is observed. NMR data for the 

tripnictides are in Table 1. 

The synthesis of mixed pnicogen cyclic rings was also 

briefly investigated. The usual method of synthesis for 

perfluoralkyl substituted phosphorus and arsenic rings 

involves condensation of the rings by reducing the di-

iodoperfluoralkyl pnicogen with mercury. 

c Vi a k û 

CF EI + Hg > (CF^E), , (15) 

•̂  ^ 24 hrs ^ ^'^ 

E = P or As 

To prepare the mixed phosphorus-arsenic rings, CF^PI^ and 

CF3ASI2 were co-condensed onto mercury and shaken for 24 

hours. Separation of the components in the reaction 

vessel yielded colorless crystals and a liquid of low 
volatility. 

Spectroscopic analysis was conducted by observing the 

F, •'•p, and •̂'•̂[•'•̂F] NMR spectra of the products in 

31 19 CgDg. Analysis of the P[ F] spectrum (Figure 4) 

revealed two clusters of peaks located between -64 and -84 

ppm and between +24 and -5 ppm. As shown by Smith and 

34 Mills, there exists a direct and linear correlation 

between ring size, or more correctly the endocyclic P-P-P 

bond angle, and P chemical shift (Figure 5). The values 

above correspond to four and five membered rings. 
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.P-P-P Bond Angle 

FIGURE 5 •̂̂ P NMR chemical shift dependence of 

cyclopolyphosphines on average endocyclic P-P-P 

bond angle, where 1 + (C^F^P)^, -2 = (1-^3^.7^)3, 

3 = (CF^P)^, 4 = (CgH^^P)^, 5 = (CgH^P)^, 6 = 

(CgH^P)^, and 7 = (CF^P)^. 
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respectively. Although the correlation is strictly based 

on phosphorus rings, it is safe to assume the bond angles 

will not change dramatically with substitution of an 

arsenic atom for a phosphorus atom. 

Considering the resonances in the region attributed 

31 19 to the four membered rings, analysis of the P[ F] 

spectrum reveals four singlets and an A„B pattern. There 

are six possible structural isomers for the four membered 

ring (A-F), of which five would contain at least one 

phosphorus atom (A-E) and the sixth is the homocyclic 

arsenic ring. 

^ ^ P — p ' ' ' ^ p — p ' p p ' 

I I 1 ' [ [ 
P P ,̂ P As .̂ As As 

CF^^ '̂'̂ ^ • C F 3 C F / ^ \ F 3 CF^^'"' \ F 3 

(A) (B) (C) 

^ ^ 3 A . / ^ 3 

P As 
1 1 

1 1 
As P 

CF3̂ ^ ^ C F 3 

P— 
1 1 
A S -

CF3 

.CF^ 

, / ' 
—AS 1 1 
— A S 

\F3 

A S -
1 
1 
A s -

CF3 

/ ^ 3 

- A s 
1 
1 

—As 

CF3 

(D) (E) (f) 

The p red ic t ion of s ix s t ruc tu ra l isomers i s dependent upon 

the assumption that the lone pairs on adjacent phosphorus 
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and arsenic atoms alternate above and below the plane of 

the ring. This assumption is valid in all known 

phosphorus and arsenic rings. Structure (A) represents 

the well known (CF^P)^ which corresponds to the resonance 

at -75.1 ppm. Structure (B) contains two equivalent 

phosphorus atoms and one nonequivalent to the other two. 
31 19 

The P[ F] NMR spectrum of this molecule would be 

expected to represent an A^B pattern, as is observed in 

the experimental spectrum with the A portion at -79.8 ppm 

and the B portion located at -66.4 ppm. For the struc-

tures (C), (D), and (E), the ^̂ [̂•'•̂ F] spectrum will 

consist of a single line for each, which is in agreement 

with the observed spectra. Unfortunately, unequivocal 

assignment of each resonance to a particular structure was 

not possible. 

Complete analysis of the five membered rings is 

rendered essentially impossible by the complexity of the 

19 spectrum. Even with F decoupling, the homocyclic ring 

(CF^P)^ is an example of an AA'BB'C spectrum, appearing as 

two rather featureless multiplets at +17.1 and +8,2 ppm. 

Compounding the difficulties, eight independent rings may 

be formed by varying substitution of phosphorus and 

arsenic, four of which should exhibit second-order NMR 

spectra. However, the location of the resonances and 

general appearance of the spectrum supports the presence 

of five membered rings. 

•>-.TiT!3^j:Fr-^';íríXCi3,'!.'PJÍfiÉ*ÍMÍBf.li.'!IJWJ!JlUli'<.^^ 
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The appearance of the •'•̂F spectrum (Figure 6) is 

rather complicated, also. Most noticeable, however, is 

the singlet at -42.6 ppm for (CF^As). and the second-order 

multiplet at -52 ppm for (CF^P)^. Also, a 2:2:1 triplet 

at -36.0, -38.5, and -39.2 ppm results from (CF^As)^ and 

two broad absorptions at -46.0 and -42.3 ppm evidence the 

presence of (CF^P)^. Any other assignments would be 

highly speculative, but the number of peaks and the 

general splitting patterns are as expected. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SECONDARY EQUILIBRIA OF PNICOGENS 

Syntheses 
Reaction of Me^PH With 

<^^3^^4,5 

To a thin wall, NMR Tube containing ca. 0.15 ml CgDg 

was added (CF^P)^ ^ (1.71 mmol, 0.181 g) and Me^PH (1.55 

mmol, 0.096 g). Upon warming to room temperature, the 

solution developed a slight yellow color which persisted 

for about one hour. Initially, many unidentified reso-

31 1 nances were found in the P[ H] NMR at about -60 ppm. 

After about one hour, a considerable amount of Me^P-

P(CF^)H, was observed spectroscopically. The reaction 

proceeded to equilibrium after several days at 23° C when 

31 the following compounds were observed in solution via P 

and •'•̂F NMR: (CF^P)^ ^, CF^PH^, Me^P-P^CF^^H, CF^^H^P-

P(H)CF.,, Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^, and two new compounds which 

were identified as Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^-PMe^ and Me^P-

P(CF3)-P(CF3)H. Both of the latter compounds exhibit 

complex second order "̂•'"P and "'• F NMR patterns. Neither of 

these compounds could be isolated on the vacuum line due 

to the similar volatility of these products and (CF^P)^^^. 

The structural assignments given here were arrived at by 

50 

F-?í fW.'''3:''XTTr;- -'V-"îf'H-f̂ í«J •' ,'jæsis-_B«s>'jÆ>i.«iiæE. 
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close analysis of their NMR spectra and by the numerous 

experiments which follow. Fractional distillation of the 

products on the vacuum line afforded the following separa-

tion: 

-196° C trap contents: CgDg, CF^ÍH^P-P^H^CF^, 

CF3PH2, and Me^P-P^CF^^H 

-63° C trap contents: CgD^, (CF^P)^ Me^P-P^CF^^H and 

Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H 

-37° C trap contents: (CF^P)^, Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^)H, 

and Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^-PMe . 

Reaction of Me^P-P^CF^^H With 

CF3(H)P-P(H)CF3 

The content of the -196° C trap from the previous 

reaction was distilled through a -126° C trap to remove 

CF^PH^. This afforded a solution of the reactants in 

CgD,. While the quantity of each reactant could not be 

determined. The concentrations were judged essentially 

equal via spectroscopy. After standing in a NMR tube for 

one week at 23° C, the products of the reaction were 

observed to be CF^PH^ and Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H. After two 

weeks, no change was seen in the spectra. Thus, the 

reaction attained equilibrium in less than one week. 
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Reaction of CF^^H^P-PÍH^CF^ 

With Me-P-PMe^ 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.15 ml of C^D^ was 
b 6 

added CF^(H)P-P(H^CF^ (0.13 mmol, 0.026 g) and an excess 

of Me^P-PMe^ (0.56 mmol. 0.068 g). The NMR tube was 

sealed and allowed to warm to room temperature at which 

point no obvious reaction occurred. Immediate F NMR 

analysis showed that the reaction proceeded at a rate 

appropriate for observation at room temperature. The 

first product observed was the triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^)-

P^CF^^H. The second product, Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^, was formed 

concurrently with the third product, Me^P-P^CF^^H. After 

several days, only CF^PH^, Me^P-P^CF^^H, and Me^P-P^CF^)-
19 31 

PMe^ were seen in the F spectrum. Analysis of P NMR 
revealed the presence of both Me^P-PMe^ and Me^PH. 

Reaction of Me^PH With 

Me^P-P^CF^^H 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.15 ml of CgDg was 

added Me^PH (0.59 mmol, 0.036 g) and Me^P-P^CF^^H (0.23 

mmol, 0.037 g). The tube was flame sealed and allowed to 

warm to room temperature at which point no obvious 

reaction occurred. Daily "̂''•P NMR analysis showed the 

formation of Me^P-PMe^ and CF^PH^ at the expense of the 

reactants. Equilibrium was established after ca. seven 

days at 23° C. 
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Reaction of CF^PH^ With 

Me^P-PMe^ 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.15 ml of C,D, was 
6 6 

added CF^PH^ (1.1 mmol, 0.11 g) and Me^P-PMe^ (0.18 mmol, 

0.011 g). The tube was flame sealed and allowed to warm 

to room temperature at which point no obvious reaction 

occurred. Immediate "̂'•p NMR analysis confirmed the 
presence of Me^PH. After several hours at 23° C, Me^P-

^ 2 

PÍCF^^H was observed spectroscopically. At the end of two 

weeks, the reaction was found to be at equilibrium. 

Reaction of Me^P-PÍCF^^H With 

^^^3^^4,5 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.15 ml of C^D^ was 
0 0 

added (CF^P)^ ^ (0.50 mmol, 0.050 g) and Me^P-P^CF^^H 

(0.44 mmol, 0.071 g). The tube was sealed and upon 

warming to room temperature, the solution had a yellow 

tint for a few moments then lost its color. After 24 

hours at 23° C, NMR analysis showed that CF^PH^f Me^P-

P^CF^^H, Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^/ and Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H were 

present. After four days at 23° C, no further change was 

seen in the spectrum. 
,1 

Reaction of Me^P-P^CF^j-PMe^ 

With (CF^P)^ 5 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.15 ml CgDg and Me^P-

P^CF^^-PMe^ (0.62 mmol, 0.14 g) on the vacuum line. 
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^^^3^^4,5 ^°-^^ ^^^^' 0-063 g) was added and the tube 

flame sealed and allowed to warm to room temperature. 

Near 0° C, the solution acquired a yellow tint and 

remained yellow for about 10 minutes, then turned color-
31 19 

less. P and F NMR analysis showed the following 

compounds in the solution: (CF.,P). Me P-P(CF )-PMe 
•j 4,5 2 3 2 

and Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^-PMe^. Spectra acquired several 

days later showed no change in product distribution and 

the system was assumed to be at equilibrium. 
Reaction of Me AsH With 

TcFpr^^T 

On a Teflon stopcock high vacuum line, (CF,P), 

(1.68 mmol, 0.16 g) was transferred into a NMR tube 

followed by the addition of an equimolar quantity of 

Me^AsH (1.1 mmol, 0.18 g). The two reactants, either with 

or without CgDg as a solvent, were warmed to room tempera-

ture and, after about 10 minutes, the solution developed a 

slight yellow color indicative of reaction. Following the 

31 19 progress of the reaction by observation of P and F NMR 

spectroscopy, the following compounds were detected in 

solution: CF^PH^, Me^As-AsMe^, CF^(H^P-P^H^CF^, Me^As-

P^CF^^H, and Me^As-P^CF^^-AsMe^. After allowing several 

hours for the reaction to reach equilibrium, the mixture 

was separated into the following components by fractional 

distillation on the vacuum line: 
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-15° C trap contents: Me,As-P(CF,)-AsMe^ 
z j 2 

-45° C trap contents: Me^As-AsMe^ 

-84° C trap contents: Me^As-PÍCF.,)^ 

-196° C trap contents: CF^PH„ 

The lower thermal stability and apparent decomposition by 

stopcock grease made isolation of Me As-P^CF^^H much more 

difficult than the congeneric phosphorus compound Me„P-

P^CF^^H. Significant decomposition of the arsinophosphine 

Me^As-P^CF^^H over several hours at room temperature lead 

to the appearance of peaks corresponding to CF.,PHp and 

Me^As-P^CF^^-AsMe^ in the •̂•'•p and "'•̂F spectra. 

Reaction of Me-As-AsMe^ 

and CF3PH2 

To a NMR tube containing ca. 0.2 ml CgDg, CF^PH^ (1.6 

mmol, 0.16 g) and Me^As-AsMe^ (0.74 mmol, 0.16 g) were 

added and the tube flame sealed. Upon warming to room 

31 temperature, P NMR analysis revealed CF^PH^ as the only 

phosphorus species in solution. After heating at 70° C 

for one month, P and F NMR analysis revealed the 

presence of Me^As-P^CF^^H. After two weeks, observation 

by P NMR showed no further product formation and the 

position of equilibrium to be far toward the reactants. 

->j7;7.»gg» ffiq».^fT» ?̂ 'TT:r :T - zr w iaiEraa'^aTOyillllll^ 
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Reaction of (CF^^^PH 

With (MeP)^ 

In the dry box, a NMR tube was charged with (MeP)^ 

(1.3 mmol, 0.061 g) and then attached to the vacuum line 

and degassed. Solvent (0.2 ml CgDg) and (CF^^^PH (0.65 

mmol, 0.11 g) were then transferred into the tube and 

flame sealed. Upon warming to room temperature, the 

initially biphasic solution became homogeneous, but there 

was no reaction as monitored by P NMR. After 24 hours, 

spectroscopic analysis revealed the formation of a small 

amount of (CF^)^P-PÍMe^H, which increased only slightly in 

concentration over the next several days. The sample was 

then heated at 60° C for several days after which P and 

•'•̂F NMR analysis indicated less than 50% conversion to the 

product (CF^^^P-P^Me^H. 

Reaction of Ph^PH With 

^^^3^^4,5 

In the dry box, Ph^PH^^ (0.63 mmol, 0.12 g) was 

syringed into a NMR tube and then attached to the vacuum 

line and degassed. Next, ca. 0.2 ml CgDg and (CF^P)^^^ 

(1.46 mmol, 0.146 g) were vacuum transferred into the 

tube. As the solution reached room temperature, the 

characteristic yellow tint was not observed and observa-

tion by ^^P NMR spectroscopy indicated only reactants in 

the solution. Within a few days, ^̂ P and ^^F NMR revealed 

the reaction progressing although at a rate cpnsiderably 

fsmsmssmmim 
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slower than that observed for secondary alkyl phosphines 

with (CF^P)^^^. The first products observed spectro-

scopically were Ph^P-PÍCF^^H and CF3(H^P-P^H^CF^. After 

heating at 50° C for several days, spectroscopy revealed 

the reaction had reached equilibrium and the additional 

compounds CF^PH^ and Ph^P-PPh^ were identified. 

Reaction of Me^AsH With 

(̂ 3̂̂ ^̂ 4,5 

(CF^As)^ ^ (1.4 mmol, 0.20 g) and Me^AsH (1.4 mmol, 

0.15 g) were vacuum transferred into a NMR tube with 

approximately 0.2 ml CgD, and sealed. As the solution 

warmed to room temperature, it assumed a yellow ciat v;hich 

remained for several minutes. Monitoring the progres£ oí 

19 the reaction by F NMR afforded detection of the follow-

ing compounds in solution: CF^AsH^/ Me^As-As(CF^^H, 

He^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^/ (CF^As)^, and CF3(H)As-As(H)CF3. 

Numerous resonances of lesser intensity were also noted 

and ascribed to the higher catenates Me^As-ÍAs^CF^))^-

As^CF^^H although these could not be thoroughly analyzed 

and rapidly disappeared as the reaction progressed. The 

contents of the NMR tube were separated into the following 
,1 

components by vacuum fractionation: 

-64° C trap contents: Me^As-As^CF^^-AsMe^/ 

Me^As-As^CF^^H, CF3ASH2, and (CF^As)^ 

CT!ra,™íí:*>wírfT«s 3a^'T r*ffl5eiiB^^ 
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-84° C trap contents: Me^As-As(CF3)H, 

Me^As-AsíCF^^-AsMe^, CF3ASH2, and (CF^As)^ 

-196° C trap contents: Me^AsH and CF^AsH^. 

The appearance of compounds of vastly differing volatility 

in the same traps resulted from the low thermal stability 

and consequent disproportion of Me„As-As(CF.,)H. 

Reaction of Me^PH With 

(̂ 3̂̂ ^̂ 4,5 

In the dry box, (CF^As)^ (0.76 mmol, 0.11 g) was 

added to a NMR tube which was then attached to the vacuum 

line and evacuated. Approximately 0.2 ml C^D^ and Me„PH 
0 0 z 

(1.0 mmol, 0.062 g) were condensed into the tube and flame 

sealed. . As the solution warmed, it assumed a yellow tint, 

even before the solids completely melted. The sample was 
19 immediately prepared for F NMR, but before analysis 

could be completed, the sample decomposed, apparently to 

polymeric products. 

Results and Discussion 

Due to the potential usefulness of chiral dipnictides 

of the type R^E-P^R^^H, where E = P or As and R^ = per-

fluoroalkyl, which can be generated by the hydrolysis of 

tripnictides, we decided to examine alternate synthetic 

pathways. Another goal was to study the chemistry of the 

chiral dipnictides, particularly relative to the reactiv-

ity of the P-H bond versus the P-P or P-As bond. A 

P5!p?^*eri 'SîP? 
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possible route to compounds of the type R^E-P^R )H is the 

reaction: 

R^EH + (R^P)^ ^ R^E-P(R^)H (16) 

The desired product would result from the "insertion" of 

the RjP moiety into the P-H bond of the secondary pnic-

ogen. Albrand used a similar reaction to prepare Ph(H)P-

P(H)Ph.'*^ 

PhPH^ + {PhP)g -^ Ph(H)P-P)H)Ph (17) 

Heating for two days was necessary to affect reaction. 

Interestingly, the reaction proposed in equation 16, where 

R^EH = Me^PH and (RfP)^ = (CF^P)^, was performed by Cowley 

in 1967 as a synthesis for the tripnictide Me-P-P^CF^)-
13 

PMe^. However, an excess of Me^PH was used which 

obscured much of the chemistry which we have studied. We 

find that if Me^PH is used in either equimolar, or less, 

quantities relative to CF^P units, then the chiral diphos-

phine, Me^P-P^CF^^H, is quickly produced at room tempera-

ture. As time passes, additional compounds are formed 

which are clearly products of the further reaction of the 

diphosphine with other species in solution (Figure 7). 

The products can be represented by the following equation: 

CF.,PH, + Me,P-PMe, + CF.s'(H)P-P(H)CF., + 
23° C C.D. J ^ ^ ^ -í -í 

Me„PH + (CF.P). . ^''Me^P-P(CFjH + Me,P-P(CF.)-P(CF^)H + (18) 
' 1 week 2 á z :i •i 

Me^P-P^CF^)-P(CF3)-PMe2 

The origin of the products, together with their 

characterization is discussed below. The number of 
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products and the complexity of their NMR spectrô make 

analysis difficult. This complexity is graphically 

demonstrated by calculated ^^^[^^F] second order pattern 

exhibited by the relatively simple compound CF^ÍK^P-

P(H)CF3^° (Figure 8) which exists in a d,Jlpair and meso 

isomers. In this figure, the AA' portion of the AA' XX' 

spin system is shown for each isomer as compared to the 

observed spectra. 

The first clearly identified product formed (as 

monitored by NMR spectroscopy, Table 2) in the reaction 

represented by equation 18 was Ke.P-PÍCF^)H. The proposed 

mechanism involves a four-centered intermediate, as 

proposed for a similar system by Cavell and Dobbie.'̂ O 

Me„P H 

CF3 P P CF3 -^I-ie^P-P^CF^^-PÍCF^^-PÍCF^^-PÍCF^^H (19) 

CF3 P P CF3 

Rapid r e a c t i o n of t h e i n t e r m e d i a t e w i th a d d i t i o n a l Me^PH 

y i e l d s t h e o b s e r v e d c h i r a l d i p h o s p h i n e Me^P-P^CF^)K. 

CF3 CF3 CF3 CF3 CF3 CF3 CF3 

Me^P-P - P - P - P - H - > Me^P-P - P - P - H + Me^P-P^CF^^H (20) 

H - P Me, 
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(A) (C) 

.M 
(B) 

iliWl 'AIUu 
(D) 

FIGURE 8 . 21p[19pj ĵ ĵĵ  spectra of CF^^H^P-P^H^CF^. (A) 

and (B) are computer simulated spectra for two 

isomers of the diphosphine. (C) is a compiled 

(A) and (B) simulation. (D) is the experi-

mentally observed spectrum CF^(H^P-P^H^CF^. 

^ r - 7 ^™37'rr.-rrr7?-,^.'V.rt-wn 
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It is clear that a large number of reactions are 

possible among the numerous products in this system. To 

study some of these reactions, and to aid in product 

identification, several reactions among pairs of the 

molecules present in the reaction mixture, particularly 

those involving Me^P-P^CF^^H, were undertaken. These 

reactions are discussed below. 

Reaction Between Me^P-P^CF^^H 

and CF3(H)P-P(H)CF3 

The reaction of Me^P-P^CF^^H and CF3(H)P-P(H)CF3 

produces CF.3PH^ and the new triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^)-

P(CF.,)H. The proposed mechanism is as follows: 

Me H 

Me^P-P^CF^^H 

< — ^ 

CF3(H)P-P{H)CF3 

Me - P ~ P - CF. 

CF3 - P ~ H 

P{H)CF. 

Mê P-P̂ CF̂ -̂P̂ CF̂ Ĥ 

< — > (21) 

CF3PH2 

This reaction reaches equilibrium in several days at room 

temperature. It is instructive to note that no nonvola-

tile polymeric tars or noncondensable gases are created by 

this reaction, nor in any reactions reported in this 

section. The ^^P[^H] and ^^P[^^F] NMR spectra of this 

rr:!-J:-rT:r''3ssirffmwmsmma;mmmitímmiåmi 
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reaction mixture are shown in Figure 9. VJhile the tri-

phosphine has not been unambiguously characterized, 

material balance, volatility, and multinuclear NMR support 

the assigned structure, as evidenced by the following 

reaction. 

Reaction Between Me^PMe^ and 

CFJTHTP^^PTHTCF^ 

Further evidence for the triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^)-

P^CF^^H arises from the reaction of He^P-PMe^ with 

CF^^H^P-P^H^CF^. Figure 10 shows the progress of this 

19 reaction as monitored by F NMR spectroscopy, The first 

product seen is Me^P-P^CF^^-PÍCF^^H followed after a short 

time by both Me^P-P^CF^^H and Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ in equal 

amounts. Finally, CF^PH^ is produced which probably 

arises from reaction 21 since both reactants are present. 

The foregoing reactions support the structural 

assignment for the triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H. For 

this compound, there are four steroisomers, two d,i pairs 

as shown below. 

Me^P-P-CF 

CF3-P-H 

CF^-P-PMe^ 

H-P-CF. 

CF.,-P-Me 

CF3-P-H 

Me^P-P-CF^ 

H-P-CF. 
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Since the solvent is achiral, only two compounds can 

be observed in the NMR spectra. However, the problem of 

two isomers, the possibility of second order character in 

the spectra, and the large number of spins prohibits 

definitive interpretation of the "̂'•p and •'•̂F spectra. 

Nevertheless, chemical shift trends and multiplicity 

support the structural assignment of Me_P-P(CF,)-P(CF,)H, 

as follows. 

31 
Consider first the P NMR spectrum. In the down-

field region where the central CF^P phosphorus atom should 

be expected there is an approximate triplet of multiplets 

(5= -31.8) arising from coupling to the two terminal 

phosphorus atoms. This is similar both in chemical shift 

and in appearance to the P^CF^) group in Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe. 

The P^CF^^H phosphorus appears as a doublet of multiplets 

slightly downfield of the phosphorus resonance in CF^^H)?-

P(H)CF^ (S = -80.4) as would be expected from coupling to 

the neighboring phosphorus, while the Me^P phosphorus atom 

is seen as an approximate doublet of doublets (5= -55.5) 

between the chemical shift extremes of the other 

phosphorus atoms in the molecule. 

The •'•̂ [̂•'•H] spectrum of the P^CF^^H fluorine appears 

as the expected doublet of doublets of multiplets, while 

proton coupled the resonances change to a doublet of doub-

let of doublet of multiplets. The spectral appearance is 

a doublet of triplet of multiplets due to this similarity 

mmmmi^mmmí^^^smBBmm^. 
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in magnitude of Jpp̂ p̂ and J^^^p. The central CF3P fluo-

rine appears as a doublet of doublets of doublets of 

multiplets {§= -46.5) as expected from coupling to two 

nonequivalent phosphorous atoms, a proton, and fluorine 

atoms. The spectral argument is for an approximately 

first order system in gross appearance only. Neverthe-

less, the chemical evidence coupled with the above 

spectroscopic analysis strongly supports the proposed 

structure for Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H. Since the first 

products in the reaction of Me^P-PHe^ with CF^^H^P-P^H^CF^ 

are and not the chiral diphosphine Me^P-PÍCF^^H, then the 

operative mechanism for the reaction initially involves 

not P-P bond fission as in equation 22(a), but rather P-H 

bond fission as in equation 22(b). 

Mê P PMe, 

CF3-P 

H 

P-CF. 

H 

2 Mê P - P̂ CF̂ Ĥ 

(22a) 

Me^P-PMe^ 

CF3(H)P-P{H)CF3 Mê P PMe, 

H-P - P H 

CFo CF, 

Mê P-P̂ CF̂ -̂P̂ CF̂ Ĥ 

(22b) 

Mê PH 

'7j7:"v-^>v*'i*'<-y 
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As the reaction proceeds toward equilibrium, two more 

products are seen to form simultaneously in approximately 

equal amounts; namely, Me P-P(CF )-PMe„ and Me„P-P(CF.,)H, 
^ j Å 2 3 

which can be formed by the action of excess Me^P-PMe on 

Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H as shown in equation 23. 
Mê P - P̂ CF̂ ) - P̂ CF̂ Ĥ 

Me p pMe^ 

Mê P-P̂ CF̂ Ĥ + Mê P-P̂ CF̂ -̂PMê  (23) 

The compound Me^P-P^CF^^H could also be formed by the slow 

reaction 22(a) (relative to the rate of equation 22{b)). 

If equation 23 proceeds as indicated, then equation 22{a) 

would be expected to occur at approximately the same rate, 

based on structural analogy. The last product which is 

formed, bringing this reaction to equilibrium is CF^PH^. 

We assume that the reaction in equation 21 is the source 

for CF3PH, since both reactants are present in solution. 

The high concentration of Me^P-PMe^ in this reaction 

mixture forces the equilibrium away from Me^P-P^CF^)-

P^CF^^H via reaction 23. Thus only Me^P-P^CF^^H, CF^PH^, 

and Me^P-PÍCF^^-PMe^ are seen at equilibrium. 

Reaction Between Me^PH and 

Me^P-P^CF^^H and Between 

CF3PH and Me^P-PMe^ 

Next, considering the reaction between Me^PH and 

Me P-PÍCF^^H, both of these species are present when Me^PH 

reacts with (CF3P). (equation 18). When mixed in benzene. 

''•^'•^''^f-^T'^ <rí̂ !;Tf ssîg53íía^'íHY?« 
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they do react to produce Me^P-PHe^ and CF^PH^. To confirm 

that this is indeed an equilibrium process, a separate 

experiment was executed. Thus, Me^P-PMe^ and CF3PH were 

mixed in benzene and after several hours Me„P-P(CF-, )H and 

Me^PH were observed. The equilibrium lies largely to the 

right (ca. 80%). 

Me^PH + Me^P-P^CF^^H 

H 

CF3-P — H 

• 

Mê P — PMe^ 

(24) 

CF3PH2 + Me^-PMe^ 

Reaction of (CF^P). - With 

He,P-P(CF3)H and With 

Me^P-P^CF^^-PHe^ 

Since the triphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^^H can be 

looked upon as the product of CF3P "insertion" into 

Me„P-P{CF3)H (equation 21), an attempt was made to produce 

Me ̂P-PÍCF^^-P^CF^^H by reacting Me^P-P^CF^^H with 

{CF,P). c. Reaction did occur to give the triphosphine in 

addition to other products. The success of this insertion 

reaction suggested a route to the tetraphosphine Me^P-

P{CF-,)-P{CF.,)-PMe-. This reaction occurs as written, 

Me ̂P-P^CF^^-PMe^ + (CF^P)^^^-^ Mê P-P̂ CF̂ -̂P̂ CF̂ -̂PMê . (25) 

As expec t ed , t h e t e t r aphosph ine e x h i b i t s very.complex NMR 

"wmm 
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spectra, the general features of which are consistent with 

the structure, as is the compound volatility. 

The reaction of Ph^PH with excess (CF,P), , was also 
•̂  J 4,5 

briefly studied. Although the rate of reaction was 

considerably slower, the intermediates and products 

observed spectroscopically were in agreement with the 

reaction Me^PH + (CF^P)^ ^. Thus, the first observed 

products were Ph^P-P^CF^^H and CF^^H^P-PÍH^CF^ (Figure 

11). At equilibrium, the additional compounds CF^PH^ and 

Ph^P-PPh^ were clearly identifiable. Spectral evidence 

also indicated higher oligimers, as in the above reaction 

between Me^PK and (CFoP). ,-• 

Reaction Between {CF.,P). ^ 

and Me^AsH 

Having demonstrated the generality of the reaction of 

the P-H bond in secondary disphosphines with the 

phosphorus-phosphorus bond, we extended our study to 

secondary arsines. The reaction of (CF^P)^ ^ with a 

stoichiometric amount of Me^AsH yielded products analogous 

to the reaction of (CF^P)^ ^ with Me^PH (equation 26). 

CFoPH^ + Me-As-AsHeJ + 
23°C 3 2 2 2 (26) 

Me„AsH + (CF^P). . > CF3{H)P-P(H)CF3 + Me^As-PÍCF^^H + 

^ ^ Mê As-P̂ CF̂ -̂AsMê  

Immediately upon mixing Me^AsH with (CF^P)^^^ in 

'6*̂ 6' 
C^D^, a yellow color developed and -̂̂ P and "̂ F̂ resonances 

W "f'fTfX^P^. 
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indicated the presence of high catenates (vide supra), as 

expected from a reaction scheme analogous to that proposed 

for equation 18, where the products can be formed from a 

four-centered intermediate involving either four pnicogen 

atoms (and thus an apparent CF3P "insertion" into a 

pnicogen-pnicogen bond), or three pnicogen atoms and a 

hydrogen atom (and thus CF3P "insertion" into a pnicogen-

hydrogen bond). The first clearly observed product in 

equation 26 was He^As-P^CF^)H (Figure 12), exactly 

analogous to equation 18. After several hours at ambient 

temperature, CF^PH^ and He^As-AsHe^ were observed spectro-

scopically, which would be expected from the reaction of 

Me^AsH with Me^As-P^CF^^H, analogous to equation 24. To 

demonstrate the system containing CF^PH-/ Me^As-AsMe^/ 

He-As-P^CF^^H, and Me^AsH is an equilibrium system, 

equimolar amounts of CF^PH^ and He^As-AsHe^ were mixed in 

C^D^ in a NHR tube. After several days at 70° C, an 
0 0 

equilibrium was achieved, lying largely to the right, 

analogous to the all-phosphorus system analog (equation 

24) . 

Me^AsH + He^As-P^CF^^H ^^-^ CF^PH^ + He^As-AsMe^ (27) 

j 

Reaction Between (CF^^^PH 

and (MeP)t- ~ 

All of the above reactions are dependent on the 

relative acidity of CF^-substituted phosphorus atoms. The 

CF^-substituted phosphorus atoms are derived from the 

Tr^,57^.r^sm'smm^mF¥n 
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^^^3^^4,5 ^̂ ''̂ 9. To extend the analogy and to examine the 

generality of the reaction of secondary phosphines or 

arsines with cyclic polyphosphine rings to produce chiral 

dipnictides, we examined one system where the electro-

negative CF^ group originated on the secondary phosphine 

rather than on the cyclic polyphosphine. The reaction of 

equimolar quantities of (CF^^^PH and (MeP) in benzene 

does indeed produce the chiral dipnictide (CF^^^P-P^Me^H. 

The reaction is much slower than equation 18, and although 

the reaction is quite clean, the equilibrium lies far in 

favor of the reactants. Burg has previous synthesized 

(CF^^^P-P^Me^H from the reaction of (CF^^^PI with HePH^/^^ 

but no NHR data was reported. The anisochronicity of the 

19 two CF3 groups results in a very complex F NHR spectrum 

(vide infra) . 

Extending the investigation, we have also studied the 

equilibria of secondary pnicogens with the cyclopoly-

arsines (CF^As). ^ and (MeAs)^. Addition of Me^AsH to 

(CF.,As). r. in C^D^ affords a yellow solution analogous to 
3 4,5 0 D 

the phosphorus congeners. Immediate observation of the 

solution by •'"̂F NMR spectroscopy (Figure 13) revealed 

resonances which were assigned to the following: Me^As-

AS{CF3)H, {CF^AS)^, Me^As-As(CF^^-AsHe^, CF^AsH^, and 

CF3{H)As-As(H)CF3. Additional peaks which were present 

initially but disappeared rapidly were assumed to result 

from higher catenates such as He^As-AsíCF^^-As(CF^)-

mã?.msm^mmmmma^mmi^mmw$immmmf^m^: 
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19, FIGURE 13. F NMR spectra of the reaction mixture Me^AsH 

+ (CF^As). c' Proton coupled spectrum on top, 

decoupled on bottom. 
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As{CF3)-As(CF3)H (vide supra). After attaining 

equilibrium, the observed products can be represented by 

the following equation: 

Hê As-Aŝ CF̂ Ĥ + Mê As-Aŝ CF̂ -̂AsMe, + 

Me„AsH + {CF.jAs). ̂  -^ ^ ' 
/ J 4,3 

Me^As-AsMe^ + CF^AsH 

All spectral evidence from this reaction clearly indicate 

analogous product formation to Me„PH + (CF,P). ^ and, 

hence, a similar four-centered intermediate. The diphos-

phine He^P-P^CF^^H was prepared by the reaction of He^PH 

and (CF^P)^^^ as well as by the hydrolysis of He^P-P^CF )-

PHe^; however, the diarsine was prepared only by the 

reaction of He^AsH with (CF^As)^ .̂ As mentioned in the 

previous section, hydrolysis of the triarsine He^As-

As^CF^^-AsHe^ to yield He^As-As^CF^^H was not observed. 

In an attempt to prepare the phosphinoarsine He^P-

As^CF^^H, equivalent quantities of He^PH and (CF^As). ̂  

were added to CgDg. As the solution warmed to room 

temperature, the typical yellow solution was observed, but 

soon darkened and formed a brown solid mass. By compar-

ison, both mixed pnicogens, He^As-P^CF^^H and Me^P-

As^CF^^H, exhibit considerably less stability than their 

homoatomic counterparts Me^P-PÍCF^^H and He^As-As^CF^^H. 

NHR parameters for the dipnicogens are in Table 2. 

The cyclic arsine (HeAs)^ was first prepared over 
48 seventy-five years ago, but very little of its chemistry 

mm!msB^mm»^^smmmfmm?:m-m-'-r.b'^^fí^. 
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49 has been investigated. Arsenomethane (HeAs) exist in 

two forms: a cyclic pentamer which is a colorless oil, 

and an infinite ladder polymer which is a red-black solid. 

The cyclic pentamer (HeAs)^ is catalytically converted to 

the polymer by the action of numerous agents, including 

heat and light. Thus, the potential use of (HeAs)^ to 

serve as a source of (HeAs) arsinidene units depend on the 

rate at which an opened (HeAs)^ ring will react with 

another ring (or opened ring) versus the competing rate of 

reaction with another reagent. The reaction of (MeAs)^ 

with {CF^^^As-As^CF^)^ in an attempt to produce (CF^^^As-

As(Me)-As(CF3)2 yielded instead only a dark red polymer. 

It has been previously demonstrated that CF^EH^ + 

{CF-,E). t; rapidly form an equilibrium mixture with 

CF3{H)E-E{H)CF3, where E = P or As. We find that CF^PH^ 

with (MeAs). again yields only a dark red polymer. The 

rate of polymerization of (MeAs)^ to form the ladder 

polymer is, therefore, apparently more rapid than (MeAs) 

"insertion" into an As-As or a P-H bond. 

^c:7',-5r3V3 j«fiaj!Bfrr-rt''fS?S 



CHAPTER V 

EXCHANGE REACTIONS OF PNICOGENS 

Syntheses 
Reaction of (CF^)^P-P^CF^) 
With Ph^PH 

In the dry box, Ph^PH (0.60 mmol, 0.11 g) was 

syringed into a NMR tube which was then attached to the 

vacuum line and degassed. An equimolar quantity of 

^^^3^2^~^^^^3^2 ^"^ ^^" °-^ "'•'• ^6^6 ^^^^ condensed into 

the tube and sealed. Upon warming to room temperature, a 

biphasic solution with no obvious appearance of reaction 

was observed. After two days at 23° C, the solution was 

19 homogenous and observation by F NMR revealed the 

presence of (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^, (CF^^^PH, and the diphosphine 
31 19 

(CF^^^P-PPh^. Further observation by P and F spectro-

scopy indicated the reaction was essentially quantitative. 

Reaction of (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^ 

With Me^As-P^CF^^H 

To a NMR tube on the vacuum line, Me^As-P^CF^^H (0.13 

mmol, . 27 g), ca. 0.2 ml CgDg, and {CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ (0.13 

mmol, 0.044 g) were vacuum transferred and the tube 

sealed. In order to assure purity of the arsinophosphine, 

Me^As-P^CF^^H was vacuum fractionated prior to its use. 

80 
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As the solution warmed to room temperature, there were no 

obvious signs of reaction, but spectroscopic analysis 

indicated an immediate and quantitative reaction had 

occurred to form Me^As-PÍCF^)^ and (CF^^^P-P^CF^^H. 

Unfortunately, the diphosphine (CF3)^P-PÍCF^^H is unstable 

relative to disproportionation and the spectra observed 

over time reflect this as (CF^^^PH and (CF3P). c appear 

and increase in concentration at the expense of (CF^^^P-

P(CF.;,)H. In an attempt to isolate the diphosphine 

(CFo)oP-P^CF^^H, the reaction was repeated and vacuum 

fractionated to yield the following: 

-45° C trap contents: (CF^P)^ ̂  

-64° C trap contents: He^As-P^CF^)^ 

-84° C trap contents: He^As-P^CF^)^ 

-196° C trap contents: (CF^^^PH, (CF3)^P-P^CF^^H 

Yields for the diphosphine (CF3)^P-P^CF^^H were quite low 

and further attempts at purification and isolation were 

ineffective. 

Reaction of (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ 

With Me^N-PHe^ 

On the vacuum line, {CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ (1.0 mmol, 0.34 

g) and Me^N-PHe^ (1.0 mmol, 0.10 g) were condensed into a 

NMR tube with ca. 0.2 ml CgDg and flame sealed. Spectro-

scopic analysis indicated an immediate reaction to yield 

the two dipnictides (CF^^^P-PMe^ and Me^N-P^CF^)^. The 

contents were fractionated on the vacuum line.through 
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traps at -45, -84, and -196° C. Complete separation of 

the two dipnictides was unsuccessful, but it was possible 

to reach ca. 90% purity with the aminophosphine being the 

more volatile of the two. 

Reaction of (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^ 

With {CF^^^As-AsíCF^)^ 

Equimolar quantities of the two dipnictides, (CF-.)yP-

P^CF^)^ (0.18 mmol, 0.061 g) and (CF^^^As-As(CF^)^ (0.18 

mmol, 0.077 g) were vacuum transferred into a NMR tube on 

the vacuum line with ca. 0.2 ml CgDg and flame sealed. 

19 31 
Analysis by F and P revealed the presence of (CF^^^P-

P^CF^)^/ (CF^^^P-As^CF^)^, and (CF^)^As-As(CF^)^ in an 

essentially statistical equilibrium concentration. 

Reaction of (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ 

With PhPCl^ 

Under N^ flow, PhPCl^ (1.72 mmol, 0.308 g) was 

syringed into a NHR tube and then degassed on the vacuum 

line. Approximately 0.2 ml Ĉ Dg and (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ (3.34 

mmol, 1.16 g) were then condensed into the tube and 

sealed. Upon warming to room temperature, the resulting 

31 solution was biphasic and analysis by P NMR revealed no 

discernable reaction. Agitation of the solution over the 

next four days yielded a homogenous solution. Analysis of 

•̂•'•p and •'•̂F data indicated an equilibrium had been 

•TTiBfii^-TCTItSl-^S^iPriWWj^i'^aiaM^^ 
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established between PhPCl^, (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^, (CF^^^PCl, 

and the new diphosphine (CF^) P-p(ci)Ph. 

Reaction of (CF3)^P-P^CF^) 

With MePCl^ " 

On the vacuum line, HePCl^ (0.80 mmol, 0.094 g), 0.2 

ml CgDg, and (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^ (1.6 mmol, 0.54 g) were 

condensed into a NMR tube and flame sealed. Immediate 

observation by NMR as well as repeated observation over 

twelve days, revealed no detectable reaction. The sample 

was then photolyzed by irradiation with UV source for 

three hours after which spectroscopic analysis indicated 

the presence of (CF^^^P-P^He^-P^CF^)^, (CF^^^PCl, (CF^^^P-

P{Me)-P{CF^)^, and (CF^^^P-PÍCDHe. The contents of the 

tube were vacuum fractionated to yield the following: 

-41° C trap contents: (CF^^^P-P^Me^-P^CF^)^ 

-78° C trap contents: (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^, 

(CF^^^P-PÍCDHe, HePCl^ 

-196° C trap contents: (CF^^^PCl. 

Reaction of (CF^^^P-P^Me^-PÍCF^)^ 

With Me^P-PÍCF^^-PHe^ 

The two tripnictides, recovered from reactions 

previously described in this study, were transferred into 

a NHR tube with ca. 0.2 ml CgDg and flame sealed. 

Analysis by "̂̂ P and "̂ F̂ revealed the presence of (CF^^^P-

PMe^ and indicated the presence of (CF^^^P-P^Me^-P^CF^)-

mmmmmmmm^^ms^mmmmmmmf^'^-'í^^mmf:^ 
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PMe^. The contents of the tube were opened onto the 

vacuum line, leaving in the tube a very viscous, non-

volatile yellow oil. The volatiles were fractionated 

through traps at -22 and -196° C to afford the following 

separation: 

28° C tube contents: (CF^)^P-PÍMe^-P^CF^^-PHe^ 

-22° C trap contents: Me^P-P^CF^^-PMe^ (excess) 

-196° C trap contents: Hê P-P̂ CF..) „ 

Preparation of (CF^^^P-P^Me^H 

3 6 
The diphosphine was prepared by condensing MePH^ 

(21.2 mmol, 1.02 g) into an ampule with (CF^^^PI (12.5 

mmol, 3.10 g) at -196° C. The ampule was flame sealed and 

allowed to warm slowly from -78° C to room temperature 

overnight. The volatile components of the ampule were 

then transferred onto the vacuum line and purified by 

passage through traps at -45, -64, and -196° C. The 

diphosphine slowly passed the -45° C trap and was retained 

at -64° C. The title compound was identified by its vapor 

pressure^^ and "̂ H, "̂ F̂, and -̂̂ P NMR. -

Reaction of (CF^)^P-P^Me^H 

With Me^P-PMe^ 

Equimolar quantities of Me^P-PMe^ (0.20 mmol, 0.024 

g) and (CF^^^P-P^Me^H (0.20 mmol, 0.043 g) were condensed 

in a NMR tube with 0.2 ml CgDg and flame sealed. Since 

ii?!î5 « e{»Wi!3?sæ S^MW!l!CSS^ 
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the diphosphine (CF^^^P-P^Me^H is prone to disproportiona-

tion, it was vacuum fractionated prior to use to insure 

purity. Although no outward signs of reaction were 

observed, immediate spectroscopic observation indicated 

the presence of (CF^)^P-P^He^H, (CF^^^PH, He^PH, (HeP)^, 

MePH^, He^P-P^CF^)^, and He^P-PHe^. The presence of the 

diphosphine He^P-P^Me^H, one of the predicted products of 

the reaction, could not be detected on the NMR time scale; 

however, the appearance of Me„PH and (HeP)^ can best be 

explained as products resulting from the disproportiona-

tion of He^P-P^He^H. 

Results and Discussion 

Unsymmetrical diphosphines of the type R^P-PR'^ are 

typically subject to disproportionation to form the more 

symmetric species. 

^R^P-PR'^ — ^ ^2^~^^2 ••" ^' iF'^^'2 ^̂ ^̂  

Scrambling reactions of two symmetric diphosphines in 

CH^Cl^ or CHCI3 to yield unsymmetrical diphosphines are 

39 51 52 53 well known: ' ' ' however, these reactions rarely 

proceed to completion and frequently result in polymer 

formation instead of the desired unsymmetrical diphos-

phine. The reactions are solvent dependent and isolation 

of the unsymmetrical diphosphine is usually not possible 

due to disproportionation. One apparent exception is the 

unsymmetrical diphosphine, Me^P-PPh^ which has been 
53 

prepared by mixing Me^P-PMe^ and Ph^P-PPh^ m.CH^Cl^. 

w^wf^.mmm!smmmmmmsmmf!!mmmm' 
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An exception to the relative instability of unsymmet-

rical diphosphines is noted when the relative basicities 

of the two phosphorus atoms in a diphosphine differ 

dramatically. Thus, substitution of perfluoralkyl groups 

for alkyl groups directly bonded to a phosphorus atom 

affects a tremendous change in the Lewis basicity of the 

phosphorus atom (Group Electronegativity of CF3 = 3.35 vs 

Me = 2.3). Addition of (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^ to He^P-PHe^ in 

CgDg results in the rapid and quantitative conversion to 

the unsymmetrical diphosphine (CF^^-P-PHe^. Considerable 

evidence points towards a four-centered intermediate in 

diphosphine exchange reactions in which a relatively basic 

phosphorus atom attacks a relatively acidic phosphorus 

atom, viz. 

{CF.,)„P 
•̂  ^k 

I 
Me^P 

- P (CF.), 

I 

-- PMe. 

23' 

<̂ 6̂ 6 

> ^{CF^^^P-PMe^ (30) 

For the particular diphosphine (CF^^^P-PMe^/ the dichotomy 

of its Lewis Acid-Base properties is particularly well 

illustrated by its formation of 1:1 adducts with both BH3 

and Mê N.-̂ "̂  Addition of B^Hg to (CF^^^P-PMe^ results in 

the formation of an adduct in which the phosphorus atom 

PMe, is coordinated to a BH. unit. Quite unusual, how-
2 •' 

ever, addition of Me^N to (CF^^^P-PMe^ forms an adduct in 

which Me^N is coordinated to the phosphorus (CF^)^?. 

Wn'^ ^W^.W^m. w^mímêm^^må^íii 
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Obviously, the electronegative CF^ group diminishes the 

basicity of the adjacent phosphorus atom such that it 

behaves as a Lewis acid in this particular reaction. By 

comparison, the stability of He^P-PPh^ relative to Me^P-

PEt^ can be interpreted as a consequence of the inductive 

electron withdrawal effect of the phenyl substituent on 

the phosphorus atom making the phosphorus atom relatively 

acidic. 

For an unsymmetrical diphosphine stabilized by a 

Lewis Acid-Base type interaction, the relatively basic 

phosphorus atom R^P will always attack the relatively 

acidic phosphorus atom (R^^^P. 

(CF,)^P < :PMe„ 
3 2, I 2 

He^P: — > P^CF^)^ 

Such an exchange is nonproductive, yielding only the 

initial reactants. When the relative basicities are 

similar, as when R and R' are both alkyl groups, then more 

subtle thermodynamic terms, including solvent interaction, 

favor the symmetric species. 

Exchange reactions of perfluoroalkyl diphosphines 

with a variety of pnicogens have been observed and charac-

terized. A number of the compounds described in this 

section have been prepared previously; however, this 

method provides a more direct route. All the reactions 

were conducted with solvent since reaction without solvent 

frequently led to a considerable amount of non-volatile 

^í^S^røMMS^l iæSPI^Íl 
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residue. In all cases studied in which reaction occurred, 

product formation could be explained as proceeding through 

a four-centered Lewis Acid-Base intermediate involving P-P 

bond breakage of the perfluoralkyl diphosphine and con-

comitant scission of a P-P, p- , or P-X bond of the Lewis 

base. 

Addition of equimolar quantities of (CF3)^P-P^CF^)^ 

to the arsinophosphine He^As-PÍCF^^H yields the two known 

dipnicogens He^As-P^CF^)^ and (CF^^^P-P^CF^^H, as well as 

(CF^^^PH and (CF^P)^ 5. The diphosphine (CF^^^P-PÍCF^^H 

was first observed as a by product of the synthesis of 

(CF^^^P-P^CF^^-P^CF^)^ by Burg and Joshi,^^ but could not 

be isolated and was not well characterized. Our attempts 

at isolation proved ineffective also, the observed 

products always being the result of disproportionation of 

the diphosphine to (CF^^^PH and (CF^P)^ ^. It does seem 

to be somewhat stable in solution, however, some still 

observed spectroscopically after several days. One 

plausible explanation for its slower disproportionation in 

solution could be due to an equilibrium of the type. 

(CF3)2P-P{CF3)H;^=^(CF3)2PH + {CF^P)^^^ (31) 

For comparison, mixing the two dipnicogens (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ 

and {CF^^^As-As^CF^)^ in CgDg does produce the unsymmet-

rical species; however, an equilibrium is established in 

•pajsæí sr ̂ F ^ J P m^^m^imímm^ém^m^msmi'^-^:-.',: 
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which there exists essentially a statistical distribution 

of products and reactants (equation 32). 

(CF̂ ^̂ P-P̂ CF̂ )̂  + (CF^^^AS-ASÍCF^)^^ ̂ (CF̂ ^̂ As-P̂ CF̂ )̂  (32) 

Contrary to a molecule such as He^P-P^CF^) , there is 

little acid-base interaction possible in the two pnicogens 

^^^3^2^~^^^^3^^ ^"^ {CF^^^P-AsíCF^)^. Another possible 

reason for the instability of (CF^^^P-P^CF^^H which cannot 

be disregarded is the apparent thermodynamic driving force 

for formation of the very stable products (CF^^^PH and 

(CF^P)^^^. 

Hulti-nuclear NHR analysis of the equilibrium mixture 

from the reaction of (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ with He^As-P^CF^^H in 

CgDg did afford the NHR parameters for (CF^^^P-P^CF^^H 

(Table 3). The observed •̂•'•̂[•'•̂F] NHR spectrum of (CF^^^P-

P(CF-<)H consists of a doublet of doublets centered at 

-87.8 ppm due to the phosphorus atom P^CF^^H and coupled 

to an adjacent proton and a nonequivalent phosphorus, and 

downfield, a second doublet of doublets centered at -10.5 

ppm. Coupling of the downfield phosphorus to the proton 

is diminished significantly in magnitude since it is 

through two bonds. It is interesting to note the relative 

values of the coupling constants, Jpp = 184.8 Hz, Jpjj = 

214.8 Hz, and Ĵpĵ  = 2.8 Hz. The value for Jpp lies at 

the low end of those typically observed in organosubs-

tituted diphosphines while that of Jpjj is among the 

wwmmm!^:m:^''^:^m^mmms^.f: 
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larger we have observed for protons directly bonded to an 

alkyl substituted diphosphine. Illustrated in Figure 14 

are the observed and computer simulated -̂̂ PÎ F̂] spectra 

of (CF^^^P-PÍCF^jH. The ^^P[^H] spectrum consists of two 

broad multiplets at the chemical shifts mentioned above, 

but similarity in coupling constants and degree of split-

ting precludes straightforward analysis. Decoupling the 

fluorine nuclei, the proton spectrum is simply a doublet 

of doublets centered at +3.8 with -^J^^ = 214.2 and Ĵ = 

3.4. As expected, the relatively large downfield shift 

reflects the deshielding of the proton by the fluorine 

atoms. Coupling of the fluorine nuclei to the proton, the 

observed spectrum is a doublet of quartets of doublets 
3 

with the coupling constant J = 11.0 Hz. Long range 
4 

coupling of the proton to the two CF^ groups, ^HF' ^^^ 

19 not observed. Analysis of the F spectra (Figure 15) 

proved somewhat difficult because similarities in chemical 

shifts and the degree of coupling led to considerable 

19 overlap. Considering first the F coupled resonance for 

the fluorines in PÍCF^^H (§= -44.4 ppm), the spectral 

appearance is that of a doublet of doublets of doublets of 

septets due to coupling to two nonequivalent phosphorus 

atoms, a proton, and the two CF^ groups, respectively. 

Decoupling the proton, the splitting is reduced to a 

doublet of doublets of septets. Due to the chiral phos-

phorus atom, the two CF^ groups on the secondary 

wmm^mrmmmmmmmmmtmi^m':^ 
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J^Lwi. 

FIGURE 15. -̂ F̂ NMR spectra of (CF^^^P-PÍCF^ )H. Upper 

spectrum is proton coupled and lower spectrum 

is proton decoupled. See Table 3 for data. 
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phosphorus are anisochronous (vide infra) and couple to 

each other as well as the two phosphorus atoms and the 

other CF3 group. This results in a complicated doublet of 

doublet of multiplets with chemical shifts h = -44.1 and 

-44.7 ppm. 

Scission of a P-N bond was also demonstrated by the 

addition of (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ to Me^N-PMe^ in CgDg. In a 

matter of seconds, the reaction quantitatively yielded the 

two pnicogens Me^N-P^CF^)^ and Me^P-P^CF^)^. NMR data are 

compiled in Table 3. Thus the Lewis Acid-Base exchange 

reaction appears to be general when the relative basici-

ties of two pnicogen atoms are such that an acid-base 

intermediate forms from nucleophilic attack by a basic 

pnicogen atom on a relatively acidic pnicogen atom. An 

interesting example of this reaction is demonstrated by 

mixing the two triphosphines, (CF^^^P-P^Me^-P^CF^)2 and 

Me-P-P^CF^^-PMe- to yield Me-P-P^CF^)^ and, presumably, 

the tetraphosphine (CF^^^P-P^Me^-P^CF^^-PMe^. Interaction 

of the two triphosphines can be illustrated as follows: 

Me CF3 
Me_P: — > P(CF,), I I 

Í^ ry ^ ^ (CF ) P~P P—PMe- + (33) 
CF-. P <•— :P(Me) > 

^ I I Me^P-P^CF^)^ 
Me^P: —*• PÍCF^)^ 

31 Immediate spectroscopic analysis by P NMR revealed peaks 

resulting from Me^P-P^CF^)^ as well as a large number of 

peaks attributed to the tetraphosphine (Figure 16). 
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As has been demonstrated previously,^° tetrakis(tri-

fluoromethyDdiphosphine and -diarsine react with either 

dimethylphosphine or dimethylarsine to yield dipnicogens 

of the type Me^E-E^CF^)^, E = P and/or As. We have 

extended this particular series by observing the reactions 

of (CF^^^P-PÍCF^)^ with Ph^PH and PhMePH. With Ph^PH, the 

reaction rate was considerably slower than that observed 

for most of the other exchange reactions due to formation 

of a biphasic solution; however, Ph^P-P^CF,)^ was produced 

in high yield along with (CF^^^PH. 

19 Considering first the ^F['H] decoupled spectrum, the 

two equivalent CF, groups are split into a doublet of 

doublets (S= -47.8 ppm) by coupling to the two nonequiva-

lent phosphorus atoms. The observed coupling constants 

2 3 
are J-,̂  = 65.7 Hz and J__ = 9.1 Hz. Once again, long-

FP FP 3 / 3 
range fluorine-proton coupling is not observed. For the 
31 1 
P[ H] spectrum, the (CF^^^P phosphorus appears as an 

overlapping doublet of septets centered at +6.2 ppm 
(•'•J„„ = 189.6 Hz, ̂ J„„ = 63.6 Hz) and the Ph.,P phosphorus 

PP Pr ^ 

is split into a doublet of septets with a chemical 

shift S = -29.3 ppm and coupling constant Jp^ = 9.0 Hz. 

The •̂•'•̂[•'"̂F] NMR spectrum is simplified to a doublet at 

8 = +6.2 ppm due to P-P coupling and a doublet of 

multiplets at S = -29.3 ppm due to P-P coupling and much 

smaller coupling to the phenyl protons (Jpĵ  = 7.7 Hz). 

Observation of the "'•H NMR spectrum reveals a broad, poorly 

...j»».«rj.<r.gi M i ^ l « i ^ ^ 
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resolved multiplet at 8 = +7.1 ppm. NMR data are in 

Table 3. In addition to the Lewis Acid-Base interaction, 

reactions of secondary pnicogens with (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ 

should have considerable thermodynamic driving force owing 

to the formation of (CF^^^PH. 

In an analogous reaction, addition of (CF^)^P-PÍCF^)„ 

to PhMePH in CgDg forms the new unsymmetrical diphosphine 

PhMeP-P(CF^)2 and (CF^^^PH. Analysis of the "'•̂F NMR 

spectrum of (CF^) ̂Poc.-̂  MePh revealed two sets of 

resonances, each being a doublet of doublets of quartets. 

19 
The observation of two F resonances in (CF^)^P* "^ W^^^ 

is a result of the CF^ groups being anisochronous (vide 

infra), one centered at -46.9 ppm and the other at -48.2 

ppm. The indicated splitting pattern results from 

coupling to P̂  and P̂  , hence the doublet of doublets, and 

to the other CF^ group, further splitting each doublet of 

doublets into quartets. The symmetry of one resonance set 

to the other differs somewhat since the two F-P coupling 

con stants for one CF^ group is not equal to the equivalent 3 
3 3 

coupling constant for the other, e.g., Jpp (CF^) ?̂  Jpp 

(CF ' ) . Proton NMR observation indicated a poorly 

resolved multiplet at +7.1 ppm for the phenyl group and, 

for the methyl group, a doublet of doublets at +1.3 ppm. 

Coupling of the methyl group to P̂  and P̂  results in 

coupling constants of Ĵ̂ jp = 10.6 Hz and Jp̂ ^ = 6.8 Hz, 

respectively. NMR data are listed in Table 3. 

mjsiiií.L'JSsm'AT'l'irifS 
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Having demonstrated the cleavage of P-P, P-N, P-As, 

and P-H bonds by reaction with (CF^) P-PÍCF^)-/ the 

reaction of (CF^)^P-P^CF^)^ with molecules in which 

scission of a P-X bond could occur was investigated. In a 

previous dissertation from this group, the reaction of 

(CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ with Me^N-PCl^ was shown to produce 

Me^N-P^CD-P^CF^)^ and (CF^^^PCl; however, the disubsti-

tuted product (CF^^^P-PÍNMe^^-PÍCF^)^ was not observed."^^ 

In an attempt to prepare the unknown triphosphine (CF^^^P-

PÍPh^-P^CF^)^/ (CF^^^P-PÍCF^)^ was added to PhPCl^ in 

CgDg. Upon warming to room temperature, the mixture 

separated into two phases, of which spectroscopic analysis 

revealed only reactants. To increase interaction of the 

phases, the tube was shaken for four days to yield a 

31 
homogenous solution. Observation of the solution by P 

NMR spectroscopy (Table 3) revealed the presence of 

(CF^^^PCl, (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^/ PhPCl^/ and the unusual 

diphosphine (CF^^^P-P^CDPh. 

Analysis of the •̂•̂ [̂•'"H] NMR spectrum of the 

diphosphine (CF^^^P -P (CDPh in situ indicated two widely 

separated phosphorus resonances. The phosphorus atom 

P* (S= +64.9) is split into a doublet by P^ ( Jpp = 186.6 
p 

Hz) and further into a doublet of septets by the two CF^ 

groups (̂ Jpp = 11.4 Hz). Although only broad generaliza-

tions can be made concerning "̂̂ P chemical shifts and 

effects by substituents, it is quite interesting to note 

| ?îí^^v-3..:-:.-^^^;:t^gffiW íKv=í-^.^^ 
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that this is the furtherest downfield resonance of any 

phosphorus atom in any of the organosubstituted 

diphosphines we have prepared in this study. Found at 

+ 11.4 ppm, Poi. is split into a doublet of overlapping 

septets. Again, the two phosphorus atoms couple to yield 

a doublet which is further split by the two CF^ groups 

(̂J = 58.5 Hz) into septets. Decoupling the fluorine 

muclei, Pet simplifies to a doublet and P̂  is observed as a 

doublet of triplets (̂ Jpĵ  = 9.3 Hz), the triplets due to 

P- coupling to the protons at the ortho positions on the 

phenyl ring. 

Spectroscopic analysis after two months revealed new 

peaks which appeared to have resulted from the triphos-

phine, but were unfortunately, too weak in intensity for 

complete analysis. By comparison to other triphosphines 

we have studied, the resonances thought to be the triphos-

phine {CF^^^P-PÍPh^-PÍCF^)^ do appear quite similar to an 

A B portion of a more complicated spectrum. Chemical 

shifts and general appearance are similar to the spectrum 

of (CF^^^P-P^Me^-PÍCF^)^ (vide infra). 

Analogous to the reaction above, addition of (CF^^^P-

P(CF3)2 to MePCl^ should form either (CF3) ̂ P-PÍCDMe or 

the known triphosphine (vide supra) (CF3)^P-PÍMe^-P^CF^)^; 

instead, observation of the mixture by ^^P NMR for eight 

days indicated no reaction. Irradiation of the solution 

for three hours by ultra-violet light induced reaction to 
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form t h e t r i p h o s p h i n e (CF.,) P - p ( M e ) - P ( C F . , ) ^ and ( C F D ^ P C l 
•̂  ^ i 2 3 2 

in high yield. Comparison of the observed •̂•'•̂[•'•̂F] 

spectrum of the triphosphine to a spectrum generated by a 

calculation for an A^BX^ spin system shows an identical 

pattern. NMR data are in Table 1. As compared to the two 

previous known methods of synthesis, photolysis of 

^^^Z^ ' F'^'^^^T) 2 ^"^ MePCl^ in CgDg is both more direct and 

more rapid. Contrary to the reaction of PhPCl^ with 

(CF^^^P-P^CF^)^, only a small amount of the diphosphine 

(CF^^^P-P^CDHe was observed and, as above, isolation and 

complete analysis of the diphosphine proved to be 

impossible. 

The effects of the different substituents, Me and Ph, 

on the reactivity of the two chlorophosphines is poorly 

understood. Obviously, the methyl congener should possess 

the stronger basic properties due to the electron donating 

ability of the Me group versus the electron withdrawing 

effect of the phenyl group. Perhaps the additional 

electron density on the phosphorus atom in MePCl^ stabi-

lizes the P-Cl bond, although the effect should also make 

the phosphorus atom a better Lewis base and, therefore, 

more reactive toward (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^. In other reactions 

in this study utilizing phenyl substituted phosphines, 

they invariably react more slowly than alkyl derivations, 

This may merely be related to the steric bulk of the 

phenyl ring. 

WvWrS^WftfW^^Wi 
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As mentioned previously, the diphosphine (CF^),^-

P(Me)H was first prepared by Burg, but NMR data have not 

been reported. Using CgD^ as solvent, we have observed 

the P, F, and •'-H NMR spectra of the diphosphine, 

Considering first the "̂'•p spectrum (Figure 17), the 

^^^3^2^ phosphorus resonance is at +2.8 ppm and the (Me)HP 

phosphorus at -120.7 which separates the two more than 

enough for a first order analysis. Even though first 
31 

order, the P coupled spectrum is somewhat complicated by 

the presence of three spin-active species and the overlap 

of multiplets. The perfluoroalkyl substituted phosphorus 

is split into a doublet of septets of doublets of quartets 

by the adjacent phosphorus, six fluorines, a proton, and 

methyl group protons, respectively. With Jpp = 229.8 Hz, 

the two septets overlap considerably, making analysis 

somewhat difficult. Separated by an additional bond from 

the fluorines, the alkyl substituted phosphorus portion of 

the spectrum appears as a doublet of doublets of 

multiplets, as expected. Decoupling the protons greatly 

simplifies the spectrum to yield a downfield doublet of 

septets (RoP) and an upfield doublet of multiplets. The 

H NMR spectrum appears as a multiplet centfered at 5 = 

+1.8 ppm for the methyl group and a doublet of multiplets 

centered at 5 = +4.1 ppm for the phosphorus-bonded 
31 

proton. Coupling constants are consistent between the P 

and "'•H spectra (Table 3). 

ri.̂ zwsî r ^ W ' ^ S S f O T H ^ ^ 
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31, FIGURE 17. P NMR spectrum of (CF^^^P-P^Me^H. Coupled 

spectrum on top, proton decoupled on bottom. 

•;f<?"^í7isf«-5B«'jî?siffi5sæ^wgigã.^^ 
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19. Prior to inspecting the "̂ F̂ NMR spectrum of (CF3) P-

P(Me)H, an important concept of its molecular stereo-

chemistry, as well as many of the compounds discussed 

previously, should be considered. As a result of the 

chiral phosphorus atom, the two CF groups occupy 

different environments in space and, therefore, they are 

magnetically non-equivalent, e.g., anisochronous. This 

may be easily demonstrated by viewing down the P-P bond in 

a Newman projection. 

H • H 

Shown for clarity are the d,j2 pair of isomers although 

they are indistinguishable in an achiral solvent. For a 

thorough explanation of chemical shift nonequivalence in 

prochiral groups, the interested reader is referred to the 

55 literature. 

The observed •'•̂F NMR spectrum of (CF^^^P-P^Me^H 

appears very much like four multiplets; however, closer 

inspection reveals the spectrum to consist of two doublets 

of doublets of quartets (Figure 18). Coupling of each set 

of nonequivalent fluorine atoms to the two nonequivalent 

phosphorus atoms and the other CF3 group, respectively. 

•wt gfÆv.>:t-Aifl,i.wtg8? sa«aia>!W9BM mmmyfm} M^mmisfåmm::ímm 
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19^rl FIGURE 18. F[ H] NMR spectrum of {CF3)^P-P(Me)H. 
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yields the observed spectrum. The slight difference in 

appearance of the multiplet representing each CF^ group 

results from different values for ^jp^ and ^Jp^ for the 

nonequivalent CF3 groups. Thus, ^jp^ for CF3 ?í ̂ jp^ for 

CF^' and the same is true for ^Jpp. Fluorine chemical 

shifts for the two CF3 groups are -50,6 and -52,1 ppm, a 

difference of 1.5 ppm. 

For a di-substituted phosphorus or arsenic atom 

directly bonded to a chiral phosphorus or arsenic atom, 

the di-substituted groups will be similarly anisochronous. 

For example, the Me groups in Me^As-P^CF^^H and the CF3 

groups in (CF^^^P-P^Me^Ph are anisochronous as evidenced 

1 19 by their H and F NMR spectra, respectively. Depending 

on the difference in chemical shifts of the anisochronous 

groups and their coupling constants, the effect may be 

observed or obscured. Thus, the relatively large coupling 

constants and difference in chemical shifts in the 

perfluoroalkyl groups make the effect more easily observed 

than with methyl groups, for example, where the coupling 

constants and chemical shift differences are smaller. 

This effect is obvious in the diphosphine Me^P-P^CF^^H 

where coupling of the methyl protons to thê  two phosphorus 

atoms obscures the anisochronicity of the methyl groups. 

It is instructive to compare the observed dispropor-

tionation of (CF^^^P-P^Me^H with a reaction discussed in a 

previous section and illustrated here. 

•Isæ!«!??iSiíSM5««f?£ l! 
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60° C 
(0^3)2^^+ (MeP) :;=:^ (CFO,P-P(Me)H (34) 

^6^6 

As noted, an equilibrium was established which lies in 

favor of (CF^^^PH and (MeP)^. Whether neat or in CgD. 

solution in sealed NMR tubes which have been at ambient 

conditions for several hours, observation of the 

diphosphine by F and •̂•'•p NMR spectroscopy always 

indicated the presence of the disproportionation products 

(CF^^^PH and (MeP)^. Burg first noted the decomposition 

of the diphosphine to these products although under the 

relatively arduous conditions of 20 hours of bright 

sunlight or heating at 160° C for six hours. Comparing 

these two observations, one must assume equation (34) 

represents an equilibrium process. 

In an attempt to prepare the unknown diphosphine 

Me^P-P^Me^H, (CF^^^P-P^CF^)^ and Me^P-PMe^ were added 

together in C^Dg. Immediate observation of the solution 

by P[ h] NMR (Figure 19) indicated the presence of the 

following: (MeP)^, (CF^^^PH, Me^P-PÍCF^)^, Me^P-PMe^/ 

Me^PH, MePH^, and (CF3^^P-P^Me^H. Additional peaks, very 

small in intensity, were also noted but could not be 

positively identified. These may represent transient 

species such as Me^P-P^Me^H. The observed products could 

result from either of the two following schemes: 

mmsm^^m^mmmmmms^'^''^':'''^'m^^mm!m 
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Mê P-PHê  + (CF̂ ^̂ P-P̂ Mê H - ^ (CF̂ ^̂ P-PMê  + Mê P-P̂ Mê H 

Me,P-P(Me)H — > Mê PH + (MeP)̂  
^ 2 5 

(CF̂ ^̂ P-PÍMê H — > (CF̂ ^̂ PH + (MeP) 

(35a) 

(CF^^^P-P^Me^H - ^ 

(CF̂ ^̂ PH + Mê P-PMê  

(CF̂ ^̂ PH + (MeP), 

(CF̂ ^̂ P-PMê  + Mê PH 
(35b) 

Since the products (MeP)^, (CF^^^PH, Me^PH, and Me^P-

P^CF^)^ are immediately observed by spectroscopy, the two 

reaction paths 35a and 35b are indistinguishable. How-

ever, in order for 35b to be the preferred path, the rate 

of the disproportionation of the diphosphine (CF..),P-

P(Me)H must be competitive with the rate of the Lewis 

Acid-Base attack of the two diphosphines. The dispropor-

tionation rate is not observed to be as rapid as the 

scrambling reaction of two diphosphines in C^D, solution 

or neat. The possibility that other molecules in solution 

may have a catalytic effect cannot be ruled out; there-

fore, one scheme cannot be unequivocally favored over the 

other . 

It is interesting to compare the observed instability 

of the diphosphine (CF^)^P-P^CF^)H with the assumed 

disproportionation of Me^P-P(Me)H. As mentioned pre-

viously, the perfluoroalkyl diphosphine disproportionates 

to the two very stable products (CF^^^PH and (CF^P)^ ^. 

This compares quite favorably to scheme 35a in which the 

msm^it^^mmfSfm*, mffmmmmmi^asmm) 
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diphosphine Me^P-P^Me^H is formed, but rapidly dispropor-

tionates to yield the very stable compounds Me^PH and 

(MeP)^. 

General trends of exchange reactions of perfluoro-

alkyl substituted dipnicogens have been observed and 

substantiate the concept of a four-centered Lewis Acid-

Base intermediate, Although many of the compounds 

reported in this section have been prepared previously, 

this method invariably offers a cleaner and more direct 

route. Furthermore, the reaction of (CF3)^P-P^CF^)^ with 

secondary phosphines of the type R'R"PH to yield the 

chiral diphosphines ^'^"^-^(0^3)2 opens up a new and 

exciting area of study as very few of these type 

diphosphines are known. 

miWi^siwi 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The study of catenated perfluoroalkylphosphines has 

proved to be a fascinating and rewarding area of study. 

Synthetic techniques for the preparation of a rather 

diverse assortment of compounds have been presented, as 

well as a mechanism which is consistent for all the 

syntheses in this study. 

Utilization of perfluoroalkyl groups as ligands on 

phosphorus has demonstrated a remarkably positive influ-

ence in increasing the thermodynamic stability of di- and 

tripnicogens. Thus, unsymmetric molecules of the type 

R^P-PÍRj)^/ where R^ = perfluoroalkyl, are easily prepared 

and isolated, whereas isolation of unsymmetric tetra-

alkyldipnicogens, R^P-PR^'/ is typically impossible. 

A mechanism involving a four-centered intermediate 

has been implicated in the reaction of perfluoralkyl 

40 substituted pnicogens with alkyl substituted pnicogens. 

The electron withdrawing effect of a perfluoroalkyl group 

directly bonded to a phosphorus atom diminishes the 

basicity of the phosphorus atom, making it susceptible to 

attack by a nucleophile; the nucleophile being a more 

basic pnicogen atom. For polypnicogens, attack of a 

110 
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relatively basic pnicogen atom on a relatively acidic 

pnicogen atom appears to be general, 

Víith this mechanistic knowledge in hand, we have 

prepared a variety of unsymmetric di- and tripnicogens. 

Chiral dipnicogens are of considerable interest as ligands 

in catalytic processes; however, methods for the synthesis 

of chiral di- and tripnicogens are relatively obscure and 

frequently quite tedious. We have presented syntheses 

which form chiral pnicogens quite easily and in high 

yield. Particularly interesting, the reaction of chiral, 

secondary phosphines with tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)-

diphosphine yields chiral dipnicogens quantitatively in a 

single step. 

A multitude of unanswered questions obviously remain 

after the conclusion of any study. Some unanswered 

questions which this author finds particularly interesting 

are: (1) the kinetic lability of the P-P bond in view of 

its thermodynamic stability (50-80 kcal/mole), (2) the 

stereochemistry of diphosphines in solution and in the 

solid state and why certain orientations are preferred, 

and (3) the stereochemistry of chiral centers, including 

reactions leading to formation of chiral centers as well 

as the reactions of chiral phosphorus atoms. It is hoped 

the results of this study will aid future researchers 

toward a more comprehensive understanding of the chemistry 

of the Group V-Group V bond. 
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